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~--------------------~· ·
SEE 'YOURS, THE READER'

On page two; the features
students have asked for in
letters to the editor-reviews,
columns, and stories.

~eacbers <to liege 1Rews
Columbia M eda /ist
Winner, 1935

/CPA First Place
1931-32-33-31-35

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS, TUESDAY, JANUARY 21, 1936

VOL. XXI.

School Group
To Convene
On Thursday
President. R. G. Buzzard Will Be
in Charge ()f Meeting in Tuscola; Tests, Measurements Are
Topics.

"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID"

Paging Amateurs!
Auditions Will Be Held at
Eastern Soon in Search
for Talent

I

Speakers Selected

"It is to Happen One Night!"
There is going to be an amateur
night at Eastern. So, just as
you thought, you'd better be
brushing up on your banjo
strummin', your sax tootin', your
trombone slidin', your voice
moanin', or what have you. If
it takes practice to become perfeet, you had better make the
most of it; Major Boos is going
to eliminate entrants with maniacal alacrity. Applications for
auditions should be placed in
the box labeled "Amateur Night"
in the student
organization
mail boxes.
Those interested
should enter at the earliest momt
en.

Officer in New Body

Heads of 1936
Warbler Meet
With Officials

EVENTS-OF-THE-WEEK
Basketball- Rose Poly vs.
EI, Wednesday, 8 p. m.;
Forum Meet, Thursday, 8 p.
m.; Glee Club Formal, Friday', 9 p. m.

NO. 14

Association
Of Leaders Is
To Be Active

Confer on Lay-Out of Book;
Student·s Vote Extra Assessment, Providing New Funds
for Features.

Homer Hendricks Named VicePresident as Delegates Resolve
Program of Action, Progress
at Wesleyan.

Copy Deadline Nears

Problems Discussed

Convening for the second time this
The finai"long drive in the preparaThe first Little Nineteen student
school year, the Eastern Illinois Schooltion of the '36 Warbler for the printmaster's club will meet at Tuscola
er was launched when Minor L. Smith,
government convention, held at Illinois
Thursday with its new president, R. G.
representative of the Hartman-JefWesleyan Friday, resulted in the
Buzzard, presiding. Dr. Buzzard was
I ferson Printing Co. of Springfield, and
formation of a new organization, tentaunanimously elected to serve as presiOwen Marsh, of the Pontiac E'n grav- 1
tively n amed the Little . Nineteen Student for the ensuing year at a meeting Co. of Chicago, conferred Saturdent Association.
Its purpose is to
ing here in November.
day with the Warbler editor and busihoJd a semi-yearly conclave to work out
Theme of Meeting Disclosed
ness manager.
problems of student government comThursday's program, according to
The overwhelmmg· 14 to 536 vote by
HOMER HENDRICKS
mon to all the small colleges which
President Buzzard, will be devote d to
the student body in favor of spending
constitute the association's personnel.
discussion of the "Type of testing
an additional twenty-five cents for deT
V
Twenty Delegates Attend
1
program most suitable for high school
T
sirable features made it possible to y
n,
Over twenty delegates, representing
seniors expecting to go to college."
~
lay out certain parts of the book more
five colleges, chose as officers for the
Officials of the club plan another
definitely. Due to the fact that many
organization Harold Livingston, head of
guidance day, such as was held in
0
requests have been made for an inthe Wesleyan student council, presiCasey last spring. At that time Eastdex in this year's annual, the matter
dent, Homer Hendricks of Eastern viceern and the University of Illinois were
.
was taken up in the course of the
President R. G. Buzzard, head of the president, and Walter Miller of Eureka
Glenn H. Seymour of the history de- meeting. It was decided to sacrifice entertai·nment com.....,;ttee
for· the Presr··- secretary-treasurer. A follow-up meetCo-sponsors. Well-known l·nstructors
· ....
from both I·nsti·tutions presented talks 1 partme,,nt will disc.uss_ "Ci_vil War N.ews- several interpretative photos in order dent's Ball to be held her·e Januar-v
" 30 ing will be held in May at Illinois
r·eports that vari·et Y WI·11 f ea t ure th e State Normal University, Miss WI'ni· _
before a la rge audience of prep school papers at the mvitatwn of Sigma to assure money for this addition.
seniors.
Delta, journalistic society which will
·
t th
The day was spent principally in ' program.
I ' I 1-t:l fred Mayne hostess. All Little NineTo launch plans for this year's guid- meet next Monday evemng a
e
preparing
and
classifying·
a
large
numCommittees
for
the
President's
Ball teen colleges will be invited. student
ance day, two talks on the subject are home of Mr. an d Mrs. F . L · Andr ews,
.
d
t
t
ber
of
pictures
for
the
engraver.
All
were
named
early
last
week
by
thos"
council members and college publicascheduled tonight. Dr. c. W. Odell of 1540 Th rr s ree ·
.- tion editors will attend.
class pariels, oTganization groups and
the college of education at the UniverThis will mark the second in a sein charge. Dr. W. E. Sunderman, resias many others as possible were sent
The ali-day conventr'·o n, pres1"ded
sity of Illinois will be the principal ries of three talks dealing wit h news·
d
t t k
d
t
f
dent
member of the Normal' School
0
away
In
or
er
o
a
e
a
van
age
over
by Harold Livm
· gston, was marked
speaker. He is considered as an expert papers. William Hamel's talk last th di
t ff d f
Board, is again general chairman.
1Y work ·
.
e
scoun
o
ere
or
ear
by
a
free
I·nterchange
of construct1"ve
on tests and measurements.
Monday introduced the series. His
s 0 th t TC H.1 h
hi h ·
bl" h President R. G. Buzzard and E. H. Tay·
.
a
t
bg
'kw
thci
IS
pu
IS
ideas.
It
is
noteworthy
Paul W. Sloan to Talk
discussion dealt with present d ay JOur- mg a separa e 00
s year, may lor are m embers of the executive com.
.that of the five
Paul W. Sloan of Eastern's educa- nals.
m ake use of some of the Warbler cuts, mittee, along with Dr. Dean A. Am- tYPes of student councils or . ~tudent
tion· staff will present the second adLee Lynch of the Charleston Daily the Warble:r will be sent off early. Edi- brose, secretary; Byron Miller, treas- senates analyzed the co~posit_I?n . of
dress. The discussion which is to fol- Courier has been invited to speak at torial copy will begin going in to the urer; A. C. Alexander and Benjamin none w~re more than fa~ntly Similar.
low will center around intelligence and the meeting three weeks hence.
pTinter as fast as material can be ob- Weir.
The basis of . representati~n, t~e ~xaptitude tests. An attempt will be
Florence Cottingham, organization tained from club and department
Other .committees are as follows:
tent of authonty, the relatwn With the
made to determine which is more de- president, is in charge of arranging heads and rewritten to fit specified
Reception: Mayor and Mrs. Fred lfa:culty, and even the purpose differed
sirable.
the programs.
ll
Bl kf d D
d M
W E S
Widely,
.
the meet wi"ll be a dm· ner
1space a owance~.
ac or ' r. an
rs.
· · unVar· t of Problems Discussed
Openmg
~~an,lli.~dMmD~n~Am~Y problems arose ~h~ch
.
at 6:30 o'clock in the Tuscola Cham•
•
•
•
brose, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Alexander,
Thus many

seymour to

a lk
F r Sigma Delta

ariefy eynoteS
Program for Ball

I

I

Paul Malone of Tax Commrssron Wrll
T
lk TOT
.£
c:'
1111
t • A U d l•tOTlUm
•
~a
rOTUffl J.Y~ee ln

ber of Commerce rooms. The program
will follow.
Luther Black, superintendent of
Douglas county schools, is the locals
chairman for the event.
Principals and superintendents of
schools in Eastern Illinois comprise
membership of the Schoolmaster's
club.

WHITE HUSSARS ARE
ADDED TO PROGRAM
H. DeF Widger, chairman of the
Entertainment Course committee,
yesterday completed arrangements
for a revised schedule of features
for the remainder of the school
year. Herbert
Petrie and his
White Hussars, an intrumental
group of repute, have been obtained to appear here April 15.
This organization presented
a
program during the summer term
and demands have been heavy upon
Mr. Widger since then that it be
re-engaged for the regular school
year.
Dorothy Sands, who was to have
appeared March 16, has been forced
to cancel her schedules in 1936 because of unfavorable health. In
her place Mr. Widger has signed
Miss Sydney Thompson, who like
Miss Sands presents a program of
interpretations.
· The remaining two numbers on
the program are: John Mason
Brown, dramatic critic for the New
York Evening Post, Feb. 14; Players production of "Riddle Me This,"
Feb. 18-19.

-----EISTC----

Epsilon Pi Tau to
Send News Letters
Epsilon Pi Tau voted to send out
bi-weekly news letters to chapter
members not in school at its Thursday meeting. The responsibility for
seeing that this is done will rotate
among the members.
It was announced that sometime
this quarter the local chapter will be
guests of the Mu chapter in Terre
Haute Indiana. A return meeting
will be held here on April 17. Raymond Phipps, a laureate member has
been invited to speak on his thesis at
this joint meeting.
---EISTC---

MISS ELLINGTON HAS
RETURNED TO DUTIES
Miss Lena B. Ellington of the history department returned ·t o Charleston early Saturday morning, following
a six weeks leave of absence. She submitted to a major operation at the
Memorial hospital in Memphis, Tenn.,
five weeks ago. Two weeks ago she
journeyed to Greenwood, Miss., there
to recuperate at the home of her sister. She plans to take over her afternoon classes this week and assume her
full schedule beginning next week.
- - - E I S T C·- - - -

T,A LK FEATURES MEETING
Harry R. Jackson's talk on metal
spinning and its place in the teaching
of industrial arts was the feature of
the Industrial Arts club meeting Tuesday evening at 7:15 o'clock. A business meeting preceded the talk.
After Mr. Jackson's explanation of
the tools used and how the work was
done, the club went to the machine
shop where the speaker demonstrated
the procedure of spinning metal.

---EISTC---

Geography Club Head
Re-Elected to Office
At the regular meeting of the Geography club Wednesday evening, Mary
Jane Ewing, acting president of the
club this past school year, was elected
president.
Miss Rose Zeller, as speaker of the
evening, gave an illustrated talk on the
Panama Canal, the Canal Zone, and
the Republic of Panama. Her slides on
Panama, made from pictures she had
taken in this region this past summer,
showed how the people living in tropical countries are influenced by their
environment.

I

Dr. and Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, Mr. and suggested the value of an associatiOn
Mrs. E. H. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Ben- whose purpose would be to work out
·amin Weir and B ron Miller
a system of student government most
J
'
y
·
workable and most valuable to the colHostesses for Dance: Mrs. Ben An- leges which will employ it. The orJ
derson, Mrs. John Alexander, Mrs. W. ganization a~so hopes to initiate more
Guest ,S peaker Will Discuss ~Tax- M . Briggs, Miss Mary Linder, Mrs. Pat friendly relations between Little Nineation in Illinois'
Williams, Miss Nathile McKay, Mrs. F. teen colleges by actively sponsoring the
A. Beu, Mrs. Fred Fromme!, Mrs. J. exchange of chapel services and other
Paul E. Malone, a representative of Y. Kelly, Mrs. S. E. Thomas, Mrs. C. relations as suggested in the resolutions.
the Illinois Tax Commission, and an C. Lee, Miss Bessie McCarthy.
authority on state government, will disThose attending the convention from
Hostesses for Bridge: Miss Leonora
cuss the problem of "Taxation in Il- Cofer, Mrs. C. E. Hite, Mrs. Walton Eastern were Homer Hendricks and
linois" at the Forum meeting to be Alexander, Miss Anabele Johnson, Miss stanley Elam, who was representing
held Thursday, January 23, at 7:30 Gay Anderson.
the News.
p. m., in the college auditorium.
Tickets: Byron Miller, chairman;
---EISTC--Roy Gruenwald, Forum president, committee to be named later.
comments on the meeting thusly:
Entertainment: President Buzzard, Prospective Teachers
"Taxation is a controversial subject chairman; committee to be named latAre to Meet Thursday
about which much interest has •b een er.
created during the last few years. It
Guests will dance to the music of
Walter W. Cook, head of Teacher
is something which concerns every Max Field and his orchestra featuring Training and the Placement Bureau,
resident of the state both directly and "Chuck" Pearson as vocalist. Field's amiounces the first in a series of
indirectly; and something about which seven-pi~ce orchestra is well-known ~o three important meetings for all stuevery individual should have some dancers m St. Joseph, Mo., Memphis, dents expecting to teach next year.
understanding. For that reason the Tenn., and points in that section.
1 This meeting is called for Thursday
Forum extends a cordial invitation to
All proceeds from the event are to afternoon at 1 o'clock in the auditorall students and faculty members and be used for a worthy purpose. Se:venty ium.
: .
to the public, to attend the meeting per cent of the proceeds will remain
All seniors on the four-year curricuThursday evening.
in Charleston, while 30 per cent will be lum and all sophomores on the two"Mr. Malone comes to us from the sent to the national committee. The
year course of study are to be present.
State Tax Commission with the high- money will be utilized for treatment
All
students who wish to teach,
est recommendations as an authority of infantile paralysis victims and cripwhether
they expect to graduate or
on the subject."
pled children.
not, are requested to attend. Registration with the Placement Bureau
will be compulsory this year, and for
this reason all interested must take
notice of the called meeting. The purpose of the Thursday meet
is to distribute forms for registration
William B. Hamel, general manager ments of a small town daily, how fea- with the Bureau and tOt receive advice
of
the Mattoon
Journal-Gazette, ture articles and columns are select- as to the proper methods of applying
was guest speaker at a meeting of ed to suit the readers _of various in- for a position.
Sigma Delta, local journalism club, terests and ages, and how local starThis meeting takes precedence over
last Monday evening. Speaking on the ies may increase popularity of the practice teaching and all other school
subject of ethics in journalism, Mr. paper were explained.
The large engagements.
---EISTC--Hamel mentioned some of the early number of "cuts," or pictures, availjournalists
of this
country
and able to the Journal-Gazette was an COUNCIL VOTES TO HAVE
described the style and ideas of sev- item of interest to the group, as was
50 GUESTS AT BANQUET /
eral modern newspaper men along aiso the manner and discrimination
this line. That the order "Get the used in
collecting
the
so-called
At a lengthy session Thursday
news! " generally takes procedence "morgue."
night, the student council decided
over personal wishes of the reporter
At the close of a period of informal that 50 guests will be invited to the
was indicated.
discussion, following
Mr.
Hamel's second annual student Leaders' banMr. Hamel also described in some talk, refreshments were served to the quet to be given soon. A special comdetail the make-up of the Journal- 25 members
present
by
Evalyn mittee will nominate the guest list.
Gazette. How Associated Press stor- Schooley, Frances Durgee, and June The annual fete will be formal this
ies are cut to fulfill space require- Preston.
year, the voted,

William B. Hamel Is Speaker Before
Journalistic Group on Monday Night

Tuesday, January 21, 1936
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For
the
Ladies
...
Beauty
Hints
'Absent-Minded' Cases Cited ···········•·····•··········•·••·•··················
'Yours, the Reader'
By Associated Collegiate Press We Present the Features You As Told by Honte Ec Students
By Associated Collegiate Press
Quite unaccountably, we find ourselves with a sudden rush to the head
of stories about absent-minded college
professors. We do not recall where the
stories originated, nor whom they concerned but our remembrance of all of
them ~uggests that there is a basis of
truth for each one.
We know, for example of the professor in a small town college who travelled 50 miles away to another campus
to observe a basketball game. As the
game broke up, a man from his home
town offered the professor a ride home.
He accepted, with gratitude. No sooner did he set foot on his front porch
than he realized he had driven his own
car to the other city.
Since he had to teach the next
morning, he sent his wife on the train
to get the car and drive it home.
So he stopped in at the depot and
bought his wife a round trip ticket!

Additional Library
Books Are Reviewed

Have Requested; Let U;;
Know What You Want Ne:x t.

Coming Next-Elmer!

(Beauty hints to college women another request feature-is prepared
this week by Hazel Haskett, who summarizes a talk given by a beauty shop
operator before the Home Economics
club recently).
Cleanliness is the most important
factor in care of the fingernails. Instruments used should be sterilized by
use of alcohol or soap and water. Shaping the nails is the first step in mani-

By Frances Durgee.
. .
.
.
Two add1t10nal new books m the 11Until such time that readers of
brary are reviewed below.
the News lose interest in dictat1
Gallybird by Shelia Kaye-Smith is ing the content of the page, all
destined to be one of the most popthat appears hereon will be the
ular books of many seasons. People result of ;your suggestion.
This
who enjoy having shivers run up and week we present some of the things
down their backs as they read will enmost often requested: flashes from
joy this immensely. It is the story of a
other colleges, through Associated
father with five daughters who con- Collegiate Press; minute book retracts a strange marriage for one of vlews; beauty hints (most often
his girls with a gypsy. In it learn- requested, and not always
by
Paul W. Sloan of the education deing and imagination are blended to Eastern women!) ; and one or two partment here is the author of an arproduce the only kind of historical stories not directly connected with ticle appearing in the January issue
novel which will always be satisfying, the college as such.
of The Illinois Teacher. His topic is,
a work that we trust to be _authentic •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. •• .. "The Place of the Parent-Teacher Asand to be humanly true. M1ss Kayesociation in American Education."
Smith gives all the thrill of the super- ·
Quoting from the article, which is a
natural without any use of definitely
favorable report of parent-teacher
supernatural means.
groups, the following points are salWe recall the story of another man,
Those who like comedy, satire, mysient:
a German professor, who was sitting in tical gravity, and ideas will want to
Two of the leading weekly magazines
"The primary function of a Parenta railway depot with his wife, waiting read Heaven's My Destination by last week made mention of the $1,000
Teacher association is cooperation.
for the train. Suddenly he exclaimed, Thorton Wilder. It concerns the ad- prize won by DT. P. W. Zimmerman, This cooperation may be present in
"My word! I've left my gold watch up venture of a traveling
salesman, former EI student, and DT. H. E. Hitchthe following areas of a program of
in the hotel room! I'll have to run George Brush. He is a religious con- cock for writing a "noteworthy paper" education; (1) The area of the child;
up and get it."
vert and the practice of his religious on original research for the American
(2) The area of the teacher; (3) The
"But you haven't time," said his principles gets him into a number of Association for the Adva ncement of
area
of the parent and patrons in the
wife.
difficulties and ridiculous situations. Science. Both educators are of the
school community; (4) The area of
Thereupon the professor jerked out He marries a waitress he has met earl- Boyce Thompson Institute, Yonkers, N.
the school, and (5) The area of the adhis watch (the watch in question) and ier in his life. This novel is concerned Y. Their paper was titled, "Responses
ministration."
blurted, "Sure, I got fifteen minutes. with ideas and principles prevalent in of Plants to Growth Substances."
The balance of the article is devoted
I can make it." And he turned and the Middle West and South. The hero
Dr. Zimmerman was born in Manito, to an explanation of those five points.
started to scurry away!
is, by all current standards, a nit-wit Ill., on February 23, 1884. He received
___
Babbitt, a religious fanatic and unMr. Sloan draws this conclusion:
his B. S. d egree from the University
"Administrators who do use the parNo doubt similar episodes to this holy nuisance who follows a logical of Chicago, after having attended
ent-teacher
association in their effort
have often happened in colleges. But course through an unhap?y world, se- Eastern. He was accorded his M. S.
to
formulate
and promote a program
it's still good. We are thinking of the j rene, _unperturb~d, and tn~phant_ It in 1916 and his Ph. D. in 1925. He is
of
education
are
overlooking a valuable
psychology professor who stomped in- ?ontams matenal for senous thmg- now plant physiologist at the Instisocial
tool."
to his first hour class, threw down his mg to some degree.
tute.
---EISTC--notes and began to lecture. Rapidly,
EtsTc
For full particulars, those interested
FIDELIS WILL HOLD
concisely, using his best witticisms, he SEMI-FORMAL
DINNER
I
are referred to the New York Times in
FIRST MEET OF 1936
talked for 15 minutes. Then he stopS GIVEN BY PEMITES the north library. The Sunday, Jan.
ped.
5, issue devotes more than a column
"Any questions?" he asked. There
Girls of Pemberton Hall had a semi- to the achievement.
Fidelis will hold its first meeting of
were none.
formal dinner Thursday evening. Cockthe year 1936 tonight in the main
So he began to ask some questions tail_ and coffee. were served in the
---EtsTc:--building. Consideration of business will
of this student and that. None of 1roam parlor. P1ctures for the WarbRuby Thompson spent the week-end be the chief topic. An outline of acthem could answer.
ler were taken.
visiting with friends in Sullivan.
tivities for the remainder of the school
"Good Lord," he burst out finally.
i year is expected, according to Vincent
Have I spent this whole semester for
Kelly, organization president.
nothing? Don't you know a blessed
--O:ISTC
•
thing about this course?"
Remember your friends with flowers.
~d a ~a~ bey mis~ his h~d ~--------------------------------~ Theyaytt~~-L~~~~ff ~~.
and said, "No sir. This is a class in
News. readers asked for one of those signed to fit the present, though laid 413 Seventh street. Phone 39.

P:aul Sloan Article
Appears in Teacher

I

E

G d
I
astern ra uate s
Co-Winner of Prize

curing. A triple-cut dull-pointed nail
file should be used for shortening the
nails and lifting the corners. The rough
edges may be smoothed by use of an
emery board.
The short broad hand should wear
the short oval nail, the long broad
hand-a nail slightly longer, and very
long hand-the only one to wear the
exaggerated long nail. Brittle nails
which may be caused by illness, nervousness, or alkalies in soaps should be
kept short and rounded. Lubrication
by the use of coco butter oil, olive oil,
or cuticle oil should be applied to the
nail, and the cuticle worked gently with
an orange wood stick. Breaks in cuticle may be sterilized with peroxide or
alcohol.
The second step is cleansing in warm
water by the use of a manicuring
brush. Peroxide in soapy water helps
to bleach and remove stains from the
nails. Peroxide also may be used under the tip of the nail to keep it white
and bleached.
The third step is pushing the cuticle
back with an orange stick and trimming the cuticle at the corners of the
nail.
Polishing is the fourth step. Most
people prefer the liquid polish. It may
be harmful, however, to the nail because it prevents the nails from
breathing. The polish should be removed a few days before the manicure
so that this process may take place.
Clear or natural polish should be used
for daytime wear. It should be applied in three strokes; one in the center and one on each side of the nail.
For finishing the hands, a lubricating cream may be used.
In no case should the manicure attract undue attention to the nails. Let
us consider the nails as an asset by
giving them adequate care.

I

'Looks at Books'- News and Reviews

~~~~~~~~
---

·~~~~re~~·~~bo~.in~~~~A.n

... News. readers, the editor says, are

ART CR AFT
STUDIO
What better way to r eturn. tha
unexpected Christmas gift
than a photograph?

PHONE 598

l r-----------------------------~==:

For amusement we are forced to recommend "The Luck of the Bodkins,"
another insanania from the pen of P.
G. Wodehouse. This is a silly little 1
mystery which hasP. G. Wodehouse all
wrapped up in it at the core.
You mystery hounds may find delightfully jittery thrills tracmg up your 1
spine with announcement that Rich- j
ard Hull has written a pressure-raiser, ·
"Keep it Quiet."

I Cash Prizes Offered •••

Faculty people dance and frisk oc- to get exactly what they want (and incasionally as well as their students,
so each campus generally has its fac- sists, 'not what they deserve'). Newest
Tune in on the Stillicious Chocolate Products Company program at
ulty dancing club. At one of these af- a nd most autobiographical on the marWBBM, Chicago, every week day at 5:05 p. m. and get full d;tails on
fairs, a professor of education began ket is a confessional by Tatiana Tcherhow to win $500 in cash prizes and also how to get 68 different prizes
to dance with the wife of another in- navin, a Russian peasant woman now
for saving Still'icious milk bottle caps.
1
structor
in this country Some time ago she
DAIRY ~
As the first dance wore on, the edu- wrote a book called, "Escape from the
-PHONE 7
cator began to complain vociferously Soviets." Now she offers "We Soviet
LOCAL DEALERS OF STILLICIOUS .PRODUCTS
of the floor, the music and even hint- Women"-apparently a treatise in deed that his partner possibly wasn't fense of t he C'ommunistic system.
• .._..._..___.,_,.,_.,_,+
quite up to snuff as a dancer.
Due for early release is Gertrude
Everything was solved,
however, Atherton's "Golden Peacock," a story
f
when his partner informed the pro- based on the life of Horace. Books
11
11
+••---•-•-•
-a.-u-..-...-aa-•a-••-••-•a-Hn+•-u-aa-••-••-•a-••-••-••-••-••-••-••+•-u~
•
fessor that he still h ad on his rubbers. referential to the famous poet are especially timely now. Critics are laud- Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 715
DR. W. B. TYM
Office Phone 43
Res. Phone 1148
Have you yet heard of the young girl ing the book by the 78-years old auDR.
W.
E.
SUNDERMAN
DENTIST
J. A. OLIVER, M. D.
in a Latin class who translated the thor.
DENTIST
Eye,
Ear,
Nose
and
Throat
story of Achilles into English? ConFetching titles of 1935 will have to
Ilours: 8 to 12--1 to 5
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
cerning that famous episode in the bow to the popular inflection of a new
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
People's Drug Store Bldg.
life of the great warrior, her transla- book by Dorothea Brande, paged as
Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762
Charleston, Dl.
Charleston. Ill.
tion said:
"Nothing Succeeds Like Success." Miss
"His mother, holding him by the Brande probably knows from experi- +-----------~~-··-··-··-·
~-··-··-··-··-··-·----··-··--·+
heel, dipped him into the River Stynx, ence, since her book on how to write
DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD
DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD
until he was fairly intolerable."
was one of the ranking of the 1934
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
Office Hours 9 :00 to 12 :00 a. m . ·and
Office Hours 9:00 to 12 : '0 a. m. and
season.
Alexander Bldg.
2:00
to
6:00
p.
m.
and
7:00
2:00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00p.m.
Let us close by observing the plight
Lion Feuchtwanger, the historical
North Side Square
to 9:00p.m.
of members of the college marching novelist, tells the story of Josephus,
604% Sixth St.
Phone 340
604% JACKSON ST.
band, accustomed to forming the reputed J ewish historian, in a book
Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770
Frames Repaired~Lenses Duplicated
Telephone 132
names of opposing schools, on the foot- called "The Jew of Rome." This is adball field, who learned that their next vertised as a highly ironical novel, de- + · - - - • a - 1 1 I I ..,......._ _M - 1 a . - l t - l l l - t l - l " ' - ' •-••--•-••-••-"11-ar- ..•-••-••-a•-••-ta-a-l--••-••-••-••-ea-tt-u-ea-tll-ll-tl-tt-•+
opponent was to be the Massachusetts
DR. B. C. TREXLER
DR. J. R. ALEXANDER
Institute of Technology.
DR. N. C. IKNAYAN
51672 Sixth St.
- - -EISTc - - HILL'S CANDY CORNER
DENTIST
Hours by Appointment
MRS. BUZZARD SPEAKS
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Happy Prince
Linder Bldg.
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Mrs. R. G. Buzzard was guest speaker
501 Jackson St.
Phones: Office 218; Res. 160
'Phones: Office, 387; Res. 1037
at a meeting here of the Household
Science club Tuesday afternoon. Her
+• •
---tll-11-.l-11-tl&-ttl-"•-t~l-ll-tll_tl.-tllt~ - ·'-••-ll-tll-tll<-el.-..-ll-ll-ll-ll-n-l+
NO TAX
topic was "Chinaware."
DR. H. A. SHAFFER
Phone: Office and Res. 242
- - -E ISTC- - Corner
6th
and
Van
Buren
Kenneth Wooley spent the week-end
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.
SOUTHWEST CORNER
at his home in Sullivan.
Physician and Surgeon
Linder Bldg.
5111Aa
Jackson
Street
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Office Hours: 9:00-12; 1-5:30; 7-9
Phone
440
111ursdays--9:00-12; 7-9
.r

MEADOW GOLD

l--tll-tlli-at---•·-··--·--·-··--··--·-··-··-··-··--·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·11-11-tll-tl-tll'-el "

l

CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS

-· ·--·--··-··-··-··-··-··-+

·-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-•

CHOCOLATES
20c Lb.
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W. E. HILL & SON

The World's Famous PHILCO Radio-

Jrust Out-several new models to choose from just arrived. Let us show
you the latest improved radio made.

I...·~·--·---··--·----~----~--~----~~~
DRD.OENTIS.
E. HITTE
- - - · - · - · · - · - · - · - · - · - - · - ·•
I
CHARLES
GREER, M. S., M. D.
~.

HUCKLEBERRY & SON
The PHILCO DEALERS

-

1st National Bank Bldg.

721 Jackson street

Office Hours 8-12- 1-5
Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629

Phone 77

........

..._.1-tll-tl-tl-tll-tl•-n

II

II

II

•

ALL DOCTOR'S OFFICES
ARE OLOSED ON TUESDAY
AND FRIDAY EVENINGS

•+
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Grand March, Staulcup Music to Feature Formal
Formal of New Year Scheduled
I ·The Eastern Quack I First
For Friday Night; Committees Chosen
I T SEEMS that a girl, r ecently feted
at a surprise party, sentimentally kep t
it from her host that she had known
the affair was planned days before ..
.. A certain PEMITE makes persistent
inquiries into the affairs of a FRESHMAN. She says, "He's a good DANCER." Is that all ? . . . . BILL BAILS,
in training at the Navy Air Station in
Pensacola, Fla., sent ROSE MARIE
MEGAW a fragment of an airplane for
an ash tray. See ROSE MARIE for
further particulars . . . . ELIZABETH
I ., Eastern's diminutive QUEEN, celebrated the anniversary of her birth,
Wednesday, January 15.
Do you know who wrote his girl on
drawing paper, twenty inches by forty
inches, from the University of illinois?
. . . . Is EASTERN under-rated? Are
the boys insulted? PAULINE WETrER
doesn't think anyone here is worth
$1.25 for the Glee Club Formal . . . .
VIRGINIA MAC. and ALLEN PAT.
have terminated a long and ardent
courtship. (free adv.) . .. T he Eternal!
JOSEPH Curry, RUTH Miller, CARL
Cooper . . . . Miss J OHNSON says,
"You never grow unless you stretch."
My Most Embarrassing Moment
Dear Torchy,
What would you have done if the
one had come from Sidell, only to find
that another had come from Decatur?
(signed) Shirley Harrod.
'Twas the day after her birth anniversary and she had received nary a
thistle. Then TOMMY sent PEGGY
those gardenias just as he had done
for three years. Some Heppy Birthday! Eh? .... Don't ·t ell me the GLE.E
CLUB FORMAL isn't an important affair, when GWEN OLIVER received a
long distance call from an orchestra
leader at 12:10 a. m.

I

'Maestr o' t o Return

I

Esta Dye Is Chairman of Annual
Event; Unique .R outine Is
Planned for March.

t ------------------------~

W AA MAKES PLANS.
FOR SPORTS DANCE;
BLAIR BAND SIGNED
Paul Blair and his orchestra,
who played such a successful
engagement here Saturday night
for the .all-school dance, has been
engaged to appear here on Feb.
15 for the Sports Dance to be
sponsored by the Women's Athletic Association. Ruth Miller,
general chairman of the affair,
signed Blair and his unit Saturday night.
Miss Miller announces that
decorations for this feature dance
are to be in the sports motif.
Sports equipment will provide
the "athletic atmosphere." Helen
Jones will head the decoration
committee, complete membership
of which has not been appointed .
Catherine
Lumbrick will be
chairman of the tickets and advertising committee.
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •

Dinner and Bridge
Pa r ties Featured
Faculty Entertains; Bridge Club
Meets at Mrs. F . A. Beu's Home
Tuesday Afternoon.

The Faculty Wives Bridge club met
Eastern's varied social pr ogram will
Tuesday afternoon at the h ome of
contrast the informality of Saturday
Mrs. F . A. Beu, 934 Second street. At
night's all-school, all-free function
one-thirty o'clock a dessert course was
with an event of dignity and glamour
served to club members, after which
this Friday night when the Women's
three tables of contract were in play.
Gee club presents its annual formal
in the college auditorium from 9 to
Mrs. Donald R. Alter was h ostess t o
12 o'clock.
a
few friends at bridge Tuesday eveJack Staulcup and his recording
ning at her home, 638 Division street.
orchestra from the Southland will
Mrs. C. Z. Norton of Geneva, f ormerprovide music. This organization is
ly of Oakland, was guest of h on or. Mrs.
just completing a lengthy engageHarold
M. Cavins held high score.
ment at the Casa Lorna Ballroom in
Guests
were:
Mrs. Norton, Mrs. CavSt. Louis, to which location it will reins,
Mrs.
R.
G.
Buzzard, Mrs. FrankP aul Bla'ir, former student and ex- turn on January 28. Prior to the St.
lyn
L.
Andrews,
Mrs.
Harris E . P hipps,
editor of the News, and his band have Louis engagement. Staulcup played
Mrs.
Donald
A.
R
othschild,
Mrs. Or been engaged t o play a dance het:e in at the Peabody h otel in Memphis,
ville
Waters,
Mrs.
Lloyd
Sunderman.
February Mter their successful en- Tenn.; Irvin Cobb h otel, P aducah,
gagement here Saturda.y night for the Ky.; Kasey club, Henderson, K y., and
From three to five o'clock Tuesday
other locations in t h e sout h .
Senior feature.
afternoon, Mrs. Gerry B. Dudley was
Staulcup features h is saxophone
hostess to a few friends at an informsection, which resembles the Jan
al tea at her home, 895 Seventh street.
Garber set-up. His 10-piece unit is
Guests were: Mrs: Ben F. Anderson,
especially adept on novelty numbers.
Mrs. W. M. Briggs, Mrs. Friederich
Esta Dye, general chairman for the
Girls at the Home Management Koch, Mrs. Otto Wick and daughter,
annual formal, has named the fol- apartment on Lincoln street entertainDelta chapter of Phi Sigma Epsilon lowing committees, which have been ed several friends at dinner Thursday Margot, Mrs. R. H. Craig, Mrs. L. F.
will reinstate its dinner-dance of the at work planning for the dance dur- evening. Guests were: Winfield S. Ashley, Mrs. E . L. Stover, Mrs. D. A.
winter season this Saturday night ing the past two weel:Qs. Tickets- Angus, Vincent Kelly, Walter Gillum, Rothschild, Mrs. Arthur Krohn, and
when members, alumni, and their Agnes Worland and Helen Anderson; Miss Cochran, and Vernon Glass. Mrs. Harry R. Jackson.
guests gather at the Hotel US Grant decorations-Ruth F oltz, Ruth Clapp, Hostesses were Anna Mae Bails, Doroin Mattoon. Dinner will be served at Maxine Harrod, and Kathryn Nie- thy Smith, Juanee Swearingen, and I
7 p. m . and dancing will begin at 8:30
meyer; orchestra- Gwen Oliver, Betty 1 Saide Glover.
o'clock.
Jane Ewing, ~nd Shirley Ha~rod.
After dinner, the party attended the
Thomas Chamberlain, Rex Hovious
Mary Rosalie Bear, pres1dent of motion picture, "Les Miserables."
and Charles Brian are co-chairmen the Women's Glee club, has been
for the event. They have engaged the
highly active in directing all arrange- been selling tickets for the past week.
THE PERSONAL· W AY
Novelty Six to play for the dance.
ments.
They
may
be
purchased
from
any
The closed dinner-dance feature has
Our Phoiogra,.phic Valentines
Outstanding feature of the dance one of the various members this
not been held for the past two years.
will be the Grand March, so conceived week, or at the door on the night of
that it will be entirely new to Eastern ·the dance.
1--------~--· ';. ~.:..
;. ;
...;·~i~~.;.'~·_,
dance-goers. Glee club officers will
. -.,
lead the march, which unlike customary ones for dances of this nature
here, will not malce the conventional
circuit of the room. The procession
ium. Arthur (Mickey) Spence· was will be in picturesque f or m ation,
master-of-ceremonies, which usually marching through a routine that is I
is enough to recommend the evening. expected t o heigh t en the beauty of the
Mr. Spence exhausted himself intro- formal dress aspect. EXact nature of
1
ducing the former News editor, Mr. the march is not beng revealed at
B:air, in his usual gentle manner. He present, and will remain as a surreached his height, however, when the prise until the dance's opening.
seniors were lined up to receive "their
Heading the march, with their esdegrees" at 10 p. m.
corts, will be the following officers:
Mary Rosalie Bear, Betty Jane Ewing,
A permanent given by our expert operators will bring out all the hidden
Some of the dances featured a Ruth Clapp Shirley Harrod Esta Dye
beauty in your hair that even you did not r ealize you possessed. For
girl's tag, boy's tag, complimentary to
d J
t
b 'd
'
'
a perfectly "scrumptious" coiffure that w'ill do wonders with your apthe sophomores, and a circle dance.
anCha~~:ons a~r nt~:· evening will be
pearance, come to
Special mention belongs to Joe , Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd F. Sunderman
Henderson and Ella Mae Jackson, and Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Beu. Honor
president of the Union and League, guests at the Formal are to be Presirespectively; the sophomore class, and dent and Mrs. R. G. Buzzard and Dr.
committees which arranged the eve- and Mrs. W. E. Sunderman.
815 Monroe St.
PHONE 1501
ning.
Members of the Glee club have

I

Managen1ent Class
Entertains Guests

Dinner-Dance Will
Be Given Saturday

I

Valentine Greetings

I

.
SANDERS STU·D IQ·

. . .;·,; _,;;.·

U topia? AA A ? Guests Couldn't Decide;
Senior Emp loyment Dance Is Answer
Students pondered with awe whether
it was Utopia or a revived AAA; the

United Charities or some good Samaritan. They were too amazed to realize that Saturday night's Senior
Employment dance in the auditorium
and elsewhere was sponsored by the
Men's Union, Women's League and
'th
sophomore class Wl
generous suggestions from the recreation committee headed by Donald R. Alter.
About 500 students, guests, and faculty members turned out for this
most ostentatious of all-school functions. They danced to the musi'c of
Paul Blair and his orchestra. Tiring
of that they had opportunity, even
invitation, to play bingo in the front
---EISTC:--hall.
There was no charge
for
"sitting in" and yet all had a chance WALTZ NIGHT SLATED
BY PEMBERTON HAL:L
to win one of the 26 prizes, several
of them worth the price of a firstrate dance ticket.
Henry Phipps,
Pemberton Hall heads extend an inJohn Lewis, and Joe Kelly operated the vitation to attend a special dance
scheduled for Feb. 7. It will be waltz
bingo stand.
night. Every third dance will be a
If these
entertainment features
waltz, but "that shouldn't scare you
fatigued the revelers they were welout." Plans are being made to make
come to stroll down (or rush) to "The
it a novel event.
Bread Line" at the east end of the
main hall, where refreshments could
be had. Otho Quick, Harold Younger,
and Frank Day recommended and
served such tasties as Eskimo pies,
PLUMBI NG & HEATING
COMPANY
Dixie cups, or pop. There were 15
cases of pop, 25 cases of chocolate
Plumbing, Heating a.nd
milk, and about 600 Eskimo pies. (All
Sheet M etal Work
supplies were notl consumed).
More than mere dancing to the excellent music of Mr. Blair's 9-piece
CUve Dick. Mgr.
orchestra was offered in the auditor -

An Exquisite and ·
Lasting Perm~nent .

l

B.

MODERN BEAUTY SHOP

JANUARY CLEARANCE

HI-HAT
CLEANERS &
HATTERS

WHITE

PHONE 295

Home Cooked Foods
Salads, Pies, Sandwiches, Soups
Plate Lunches 25c

LITTLE CAMPUS
CAFE
Mr. a nd Mrs. Don Walker
Frank Voris

LOW PRIC ES

Guaranteed Work

RAY DENNIS
Phone 648

•

JOHN SHRIVER
617 Lincoln

Our Home Cooked Lunchesare pr epared with the Best Ingredients and with Best
Care . A trial will convince.

CORNER CONFECTIONERY
"BILL" PANAS. Prop.

at the

VOGU E SHOP
West Side Square

.fOr SOCIAL FUNCTIONS

I ~

PRIVAT E pARTIES
DANCING

The facilities of this hotel are available
Coffee Shop- Private Dining Room
- Banquet Room
Special Menus Sundays and Holidays
May We Serve You?

HOTEL U. S. GRANT
Mattoon
Telephone 2700
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~.eat4.ers

C!Lnll.eg.e

~.etns Vicious ~ttacks on Colleges In~J!i~ed

Bg Selfzsh Interests; Press Crztzczzed Court Gets 'Gong'
By Staff Reporter
Ichastisement for the liberal students

"Tell the tf'uth and don't be afraid''

Published each Tuesday of the school year by the stvThat unfortunate development at
dents of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers College at
State Normal which caused three stuCharleston.
dents "to be publicly paraded in the
Entered as second class matter November 8, 1915, at the press," a college president to be upPost. Office at Charleston, Illinois, under the Act of March braided "for yielding" and the Amer3, 1879.
ican Legion condoned for "intellectual
terrorism" is characteristic of a trend
~- Printed by the Courier Publishing Company
most discernible in recent years. The
Alexander Summers '36............................................................ Editor usual ingredients are these:
Vincent Kelly '36 ................................................Business Manager
A hint of liberalism or just plain
Stanley Elam '38....................................................Associate Editor gumption on some college campus; a
Fred Ji1oreman .............................................................. Art Editor hamstrung or just plain weak-kneed
Evalyn Schooley '36 .................. ............................ Society Editor administration that yields;
some
Franklyn L. Andrews.............................................................. Adviser popli'ar newspaper eager to criticize
adolescents. The results are these:
Member
Member
CSPA
ICIPA

or. i~stitu.tion: ~umiliation fo~ the ~dmmistratwn: mcreased
CirculatiOn
for the attacking newspaper.
Many newspaper pub:ishers like to
look upon education as the cause of
most of our present-day ills. They
see in the college a seat for Communists, atheists, and scoundrels of
any brand. A real menace to the
well-being of this nation is the newspaper which viciously and brazenly
hits at our one best means of enlightment on all problems of the
day-education.
Dr. Alan Valentine, speaking before
educational leaders in Rochester, N.
Y., recently, had unkind words for
over-emphas,i'zed ballyhoo. Said he:
TUESDAY, JANUARY 21, 1936
"There are those who would rate a
university by the number and extent of [
its columns in the public press. They
-Wood block by Fred Foreman
Does Illinois Need New Document?
Theodore Roosevelt-the R epublican reflect too clearly the temper of Am- ·
How did Theodore Roosevelt react to adverse
Roosevelt-also had trouble getting the erican life today.
Let Forum Facts Answer
de·
c
isions
of the Supreme Court? Read the column,
decisions he desired from the Supreme
"The fine art of ballyhoo is not one
Intelligent members of the Illinois electorate Court. As the record stands, it would of our most attractive national tal- "Quoting from the Fathers," on this page, and
l 1ave long deplored the outmoded constitution which seem that patience and meekness in ents and is wholly adverse to the values learn. Abraham Lincoln 's viewpoint was explained
guides tbis state. That their efforts to gain victory the face of opposition are not among for which a university should stand .." last week. The symposium opinion leads Fred
have failed is less of unfavo·r able. reflection upon the more noticeable traits of the illusDr. Valentine, president of the Uni- Foreman, staff a.r tist, to picture the two Roosethe validity of their claim than an indictment of trious family. At Providence, Rhode versity of Rochester, former star ath- velts and Lincoln ringing the gong, after the
the rna of voters. And yet, it may have been that Island in 1902, T. R. thus expressed lete at Swarthmore, and a member fashion 'Of Major Bowe·s .
through the years these' intelligent voters have b een, his conception of the line between of the Olympic team in 1928, wasn't
referring particularly to the .kind of
to use the time-honored expression, ''putting the state and national authority:
1
Singular
Problems·
b~llyhoo ,that atta~ks. But his wo~ds
cart before the horse . '' Sufficient voters simply
"We meet a peculiar difficulty un- might well ·b e applied to the denunciahaven't been educated to the need of a new docuand
der our system of government because tory brand.
ment.
The BIG and little in Review
of the division of governmental pow"The Junior Collegian," student pubBy The Editor
Constructive efforts t·o1w ard this end are being er between the nation and the states. lication at Los Angeles Junior college,
~·
~'
made at present. The Forum <>f Eastern is conduct- When the industrial conditions were spoke thusly in its editorial column
EASTERNERS l'flAy LOOK
l ng a series of meetings, designed to acquaint peo- simple, very little control was needed, of attacks on education.
and
the
difficulties
of
exercising
such
"
.
.
.
There
do
exist
some
too
anple with the shortcomings of our constitution. Two
To something unusual in the President's Ball program
control under our Constitution were noying agitators, but educators have
l n the series of six programs have already been prebeing arranged by President R. G. Buzzard. The event
not evident. Now the conditions are learned to recognize them almost on
sented. Due for discussi:orn this Thursday night is complicated and we find it hard to first contact and any college student wlil be held here Thursday, Jan. 30th, in the auditorium.
In addition to dancing there will be a bridge tournament
' 'Tax Problems in Illino,i s." Pa.ul B. Malone o·f the frame national legislation which shall will vouch for his professor's ability to l.n
various rooms on the first floor. Chief feature of the
Illinois State Tax Com.mission will be the principal be adequate; while as a matter of "squelch" completely and effectively
evening, however, should be the program of entertainment
speaker.
practical experience it has been shown such potential pests without outside which Mr. Buzzard is planning. He is not revealing the
Roy Gruenwald, president of the Forum, person- that the states cannot or will not ex- aid. The newspapers that seem to nature of the entertainment just now, chiefly because
ercise a sufficient control to meet the think profesosrs are pedagogical sim- plans are not complete. We can say, however, that music,
ally has arranged the laudable program. It is he
needs of the case ... I believe that the pletons in some respects should at least dancing and song will be included. It is the Preside~t's
who outlined the series e1arly in the Winter term. Nation must assume this power of con- have the common grace to bow to their
He points out that our "Civil War Cornstitution" trol by legislation; if necessary, by superior kno~ledge of stude~t psyc~ol- hope that Eastern can present a varied program which
wUl not put too much emphasis upon dancing to Max
do,e s not fit the co•m plexity of our now industrial constitutional amendment."
ogy. The_re IS probably no mfractwus Field·'s orchestra. This annual Ball is probably the out.
.
element m an American college that
state.
W1lson I s Prruse.d.
. the officials themselves are not wholly standing social event in the country. It is even more ilJ.nOn another occasiOn .at Philadelp~a competent to deal with and it is only clusive than New Year's eve celebrations, which lackt the
It Can's Be Sunstroke- But
the other Roosevelt praised J ames Wilsingle purpose of this event. The charitable angle of the
son, delegate to the constitutional con(Continued on Page 5)
Ball. provides dignity and purpose to an otherw'ise strictly
There's Cause for Alarm
vention from Pennsylvania, for his
social feature. Seventy per cent of returns will remain
Not a few colleges are getting alarmed over strong national views:
in Charleston for treatment of crippled children. Thirty
the organization ·o f a new communist group called
"He (Wilson) developed even before
per cent .goes to the national committee.
0
0X
the American Student union. Administrators fancy Marshall the doctrine (absolutely es* * * *
ALTHOUGH USUALLY IDENTIFIED : :
they see little Reds glued to seats in American gov- sential not merely to the efficiency but
to
the
existence
of
this
nation)
that
Invites
students
and
faculty
With art, speaking, and acting, Glenn Cooper is as
ernment cla ses; pure-minded students have phanan
inherent
power
rested
in
the
namembers
to
voice
their
opinions
much
a star newspaper reporter as a leader in the other
tasmagoric visions of resurrection on their little
t
.
·
three
activities.
Last year Mr. Cooper conducted a humor
tion, outside of the enumerated powers
on op1cs concerned With college
campuse - and prepare for ano·t her of the cel ebrat1 column in the News, which was
life. Please limit letters to 150
conferred upon it by the Constitution,
ed ducking parties. Oh, it'll be such fun, they re- in all cases where the object involved
good enough to inspire three
words, sign communications.
flect! Tossing an alleged Red into the nearest lake was beyond the power of the several
Soap Box letters asking for its
is something new and thrilling to the coHege stu- States and was a power ordinarily exreturn this year. Mr. Cooper,
dent of the 30's. They get about the same kick tha.t ercised by sovereign nations.
In Tribute to the Dance
like his close companion and
1
Negro lynchers are said to receive when over-long Broad InterpretationDear Soap-Box:
cohort in dancing and acting,
"It is only by acting in this spirit
Unquestionably the finest dance of Mickey Spence, decided to give
black arms dangle resignedly in a gestur·e of ''whatof-it'' when the rope has had its mischief . . . or that the national judges, legislators, the year- that is the verdict of all to up his humor-column'ing. The
the knotted rope cocks the victim's head till it and executives can give a satisfactory whom I have talked since Saturday strain is too much, and one's
seems to be pantomiming a quizzical gesture. But solution of the great question of the night in regard to the s enior Employ- funny bone doesn't respond
day- the question of providing on be- ment fea.ture. It's natural that most every week, he explains. Mr.
back to the Reds. We saw a g·e nt in our class the half of the sovereign people the means of us should enjoy such an event in Cooper still writes for the News,
other day ·who looked downright communistically which will enable the people in effec- view of the fact that so many usually contributing items of news to
when someone mentioned capitalism. We tell you, tive form. to assert their .sovereLgnty 1costly things were free. But aside from every issue. Because of activity
it had us scared. Imagine, what if that fellow broke over the Immense corporations of the that tempting feature, I believe it was on the debate team, in the Play..
loose all of a sudden, summoned his dossier com- day. Certain judicial decisions have a highly successful evening from the ers, and as a Wickham's restaupanions, and started theiil. and there to reshape this done just what Wilson feared; they spiritual side. Variety gives certain rant "host," he doesn't have time
have, as a matter of fact, left vacan- zest to any program, and no one can to devote a ll his talents to jourgreat country' We tell y:ou, it had us scared.
cies, left blanks between the limits of say there wasn't variety Saturday nalism.... Nova Varner, one of
Glenn Cooper
the most promising freshman
possible State jurisdiction and the night.
Politicians Act Natural
It would be a worth-while project to News reporters during the fall term, h as left school. She
limits of actual national jurisdiction
-The Bt~.ll~t~n, Kansas State Teachers College.
over the control of the great business have such a dance every quarter, and contributed one or two feature articles and reported news
PohtlCians belong to a class all to th.e mselves-- corporations. It is the narrow con- it is my proposal that we do so.
while on the staff.... Frank Cossins, substitute guard 01!
a class without peer or precedence. A politician is struction of the p~we~s of the NationA. A.
the Panther basketball team, has joined the staff to remore interesting than a circus sideshow, and a al Government whi~h m our demo~r~cy
port intramural news. Mr. Cossins has the most extensive
whoJ.e lot louder. No one knows just how to take ~as proved ~he chief means of limitLet's Dance During Week!
library of high school basketball scores your correspondent
mg the national power to cut out
has heard about. For the past seven yeru-s, with a one
. . .
. ·
1J abuses, and which is now the chief Dear Soap Box:
a pohtlClan, but everybody has fun anywa.y.
year J.nterruption when he worked in Utah, Frank gathVarious organizations around the col- ered scores of games and filed them 'in a huge trunk at
I n a n ew Sr e el l as t wee k , I :::r
~.~_erbe r t Hoo ver con- bulwark of those great moneyed in.
th a t w h at:~ ' s 1 terests which oppose and dread any at- lege have sponsored dances recently, h'Is h orne. The t runk won't begin to hold the records now.
fid e d t o an as t ound e d theat er au d Ience
really wrong with the world i s the Democrats., proband nearly all of them have been fail(Continued on Page 7)
ures financially.
McKENDREE COLLEGE : : :
ably Roosevelt.
I would like to offer a plan which
Dean of Illinois education al institutions, needs money.
In a radio talk recently, President Roosevel t ::
:: should appeal to both students and A good deal of it is needed if operations ru-e to continue.
gave as one of th_e enemies of mankind the Repubfaculty alike.
How will McKendree get the money? Why is it needed?
licans, with perhaps Hoover as P~blic Enemy No. 1. · • • • • Ut 0 t e
ast · · · · It apparently is a very puzzled rec- Timely questions, both, but not impossible of answer. McOpening guns are rumbling, and open season ::
:: creation committee which during last Kendree knows why- because debts must be paid, bonds
on baby kissing is about to begin. Fifty cent cigars
TEN YEARS AGO
Tuesday's chapel appealed to the stu- must be retired, endowment funds must be protected,
again will see circulation, and everv abl e bodied
25
dents to attend these social functions. property must be conserved, current expenses must be met.
·"
Week of January 18 They wondered if lack of funds caused How will they do it? 'By asking the alumni to contribute,'
male in the country will soon r eceive personal asWarbler pledges r eached 505.
the decline in attendance, but I and is the answer. President C. R. Yost is launching the drive
surance of his b eing made postmaster of Podunk
Mr. MacMillan pleased a large au- many others know that the thing that for more funds. Columns the McKendree Review of JanVillage.
dience with his violin recital Friday. throttles box office receipts is that all uary 15, with President Yost as spokesman: "People v.rill
Fun.ty tbing about a politician everybody
Eastern lost to Sparks Business col- of our recent dances have been held gather in Centralia on January 16 from every community
knows he/s skating on the thin- ice of election prom - lege in a slow game by a 20-15 score.
on Friday or Saturday nights.
in Southern Illinois to give the McKendree Forward
Entertainment course numbers have Movement a "kick-off." ... The urgency of the situation
i ses, but everybody believes h e's the long hoped-for
champion of the people. When the ice break::;
ONE YEAR AGO
been given on other nights; why not cannot be over -emphasized. It is do or die . . . The new
·
th
f
1
Week
of
January
15-22
dances?
Grant a dance night on president was faced with a debt of $75,000, a deficit of
through and his promises have gone
e way 0 ah
Walter w . Cook began his series of Wednesday night and see the auditor- $16,000, and greatly depleted resources. That is the emerother pipe dreams, everybody laughs, knowing that placement talks at Eastern.
ium fill up.
gency." The McKendree Review, which c'a rries this boldat the neiXt el ection his virtues will have increased Eastern cagers set record, beating
Let these dances start at 7:30 and face observation in its masthead~"Theodore Roosevelt
manifold, and his errors become non-existent.
Jonesboro (Ark.), 105 to 27.
end at 10 :30. Even the more prudish said: 'McKendree College, the oldest and best in the MidIt's a good thing we .A.mericans ha.ve a sense Eastern was host to a rural play of us can't find fault with these hours. dle-West' "-is more loyal to its school than most papers
of humor.
tourney here Monday.
How about it?- J. F.
we read.
·

I
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Students Gawk and Talk as Five-Foot,
Twenty- Two Inch Monster Visits Here

The Last Trump

It isn't customary for Eastern stu- pany in Chicago. He has never comdents and faculty members to 'oh' peted in athletics,
but has the
and 'ah' when a stranger enters the symmetry of build to give the apbuilding. It's most unusual for them pearance of being athletic. His home
to gather in the hallway, talk in excit- is in Minnesota. He is probably the
PREDICTS THE WORST
ed voices, and point at a newcomer tallest man who ever walked into the
STARTLING DIS·C LOSURE
. . . And yet, it happened Friday Eastern main buil.ding; he was conEastern Hot-Bed of Sedition
//
morning. Cause of their odd behavior' scious of his immensity, but not emREDS MENACE WHITES IN SCHOOL-WIDE
is not so amazing after all. The visit- barrassed.
PLOT
or who inspired the gawking and
Most baffling was the inability of
Last Trump Presents Evidence
talking was none other than - but all to remember his name. Janitors
wait, no one remembered his name.
1 with whom he conferred on
business
Eastern is honey-combed (hair parted in
Therefore, he must be identified "completely forgot." Raymond Gregg,
the middle) with propaganda. We are prepared
by mere appearance alone.
This business manager, who is credited
to back up every charge we make (grocery bill
distinguished visitor was 6 feet, 10 with an apt memory for names, also
and minor accounts excepted). Prof. Colsey!PROF. COLSEYBUR
inches tall. As he put it : "I am five couldn't recall his monicker.
Said
bur's Gee Men, after weeks of effort, have data
feet,
22
inches
tall."
Mr.
Gregg
:
"It
is
strange
.
.
.
. I
anent (same word Alex Summers uses) Panther Lair, Pem Hall, Chapel, classes,
This
we
do
know
about
h
im:
He
is
guess
I
was
stunned
by
his
immense
and K appa Delta Pi. The reds are be-coming! Sensational charges disclosed
in a recent r eport to the sub-secretary,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ a salesman for some chemical com- size."
of the sub-secretaries are as follows:
. MY BROTHER'S KEEPER

CONTRffiUTOR'S COLUMN

• • • •

~~

''This, Partner, Is Our Trick"

""""'"''" '

Prof. Thomas (Statement as of
October 11 to history class) "Blast the
Townsend
Plan!"
(Blast
means
"bomb"). It is alleged that Prof Thomas received millions from the Du Pont
interests during the war. When questioned, Prof. Thomas denied that he
had made millions, though he did admit saving fifteen ·cents on a can of
Duco purchased at a chain-store.)
2. Joe Kelly, (alleged "Red!'-during recent dinner at Panther Lair)
"This goulash tastes Russian." Kelly
is said to be in the pay of MOscow.
Said Kelly: "If I am in the p ay of
Moscow, Moscow is behind in its pay."
This statement has been interpreted
as tacit admission that Kelly is in the
pay of 1\'loscow.
3. Kappa Delta Pi is a paid agent
of Stalin. Ka.p pa comes from the Russian word kopeck-a coin worth half a
cent. Miss Reinhardt is alleged to have
received a letter from a Russian textbook publisher concerning her recent
book. Said Miss Reinhardt: "I don't
give a kopeck what you think." Statement considered very significant.
4. Russian is the only language Mr
Guinagh admits he doesn't speak. It
is believed that Prof. Guinagh is endeavoring to conceal his intimate
knowledge of Russian affairs. When
asked what he thought of the Russian
Chorus, Prof. Guinagh is alleged to
have replied: "Hotski." "Hotski" considered very significant.
5. Prof. Seymour is alleged to have
given a stated talk at a stated place
at a stated time on "Communism."
Talk considered very significant.
6. When questioned about the AAA,
Prof. Coleman is alleged to have said
"The Supreme ·Court, shoot!" It is
rumored that Mr. Coleman later remarked: "But don't shoot till you see
the white of their ayes!" Considered
very significant.
7. It is alleged that the repairs being made on the campus are merely
"blinds." The workmen are really laying foundations for anti-aircraft artillery. Considered significant, if true
8. "Granny'' Walker (who still is
sitting, always knitting) is alleged
to be knitting codes. It is impossible
to make out what these codes areor even the knitting, in fact;
but
"Granny'' Walker's knitting is considered very significant.
9. It is alleged that the permanent
seats were removed from the assembly
room so that the same could be converted int o a drill hall, anent the Revolution.
10. Private telegraph wires have
been installed in Dean Beu's office
Considered significant by all but Dean
Beu.
11. Dean McKa.y is alleged to have
dined in a Russian restaurant in New
York during Christmas vacation. It
is alleged that she had words with the
waiter, who spoke only :Russian. Very
significant.
12. Profs. Burris and Andrews and
Dr. Buzzaru attended performance of
the Ballet Russe. It is believed that
they are interested in certain dancers
who are in the pay of Leningrad.
13. Miss Anabel Johnson, alleged
Soviet affiliate, insisted upon red candle at the Faculty Christmas party.
Statement by Prof. Colseybur:
"In the light of these dark disclosures, it is imperative that action be
taken immediately. It is my sincere
regret that I have no further time to
give to the matter, as I am on a committee that expects to meet next June.
However, I am informed that certain
parties are in possession of certain
facts alien to the Pilgrim Fathers, the
Constitution, and Library Science. The

the students or faculty in this.
your column.

_,.

Bruno Shouldn't Die,
Students Tell Child

1.

Professor Colseybw·'s Oath:
"I, a perfect blank, do solemnly
swear not to believe anything anyone
who has gone to school further than
the third grade tells me. I also swear
to believe in Santa Claus, the Ku Klux
Klan, and the C. I. P. S. I furthermore promise to report anything the
History department say about anybody to everybody. I shall at all times
uphold the sacred right of practice
teaching, library science, the Little
Campus, and the senior class. I shall
read at least once a week Little Orphan Annie, the weather forecast, and
the Chicago Examiner. I shall use Pepsodent and Listerine daily. I do furthermore solemnly swear to forward
ten per cent of each month's pay to
Prof. Colseybur, payments to be made
not later than the tenth of each
month.
Sworn to, by, and at--Signature of Nit-Wit ..

Panther Lair

POPPIN' OFF
This column is not conducted by the
Lair. Help! Help!
Overheard.
First Girl: Do you know Don Newell?
2nd G.: Oh, do you mean that old
bald-headed fellow?
Here's an item for Torchy. A certain
teacher walked .into the remodeled reception room and got plastered

Do you think Bruno
should be electrocuted?

~.~~!~~2R!

1 perpetuate 'wit of ~he
J week' as spoken by

(Theatre ticket winners for the week
a.re N. S., E. B. G . G., and Harriet
Irwin. Please can at reception room
immediately after chapel today.)
Jay B. MacGregor: (Walking over
and looking at the thermometer) "Ahha, I thought so. It's 10 degrees too
warm-I might have known it would
be this way after Mr. Seymour had
this room one period." Submitted by
N. S.

Miss Louise S tillions: "Why have
fisheries been developed off the coasts
of northeastern United States and
Hauptmann Laboratory?" Submitted by E. B . G. G.

Gilbert Graham '38-No, he might
have known it was going to happen
and helped to get everything ready,
but he did not kidnap the child.
Richard Hutton '38-If he is guilty,
yes; but there is much room for doubt.
I think more conclusive evidence should
be had before his conviction.
Harry Lovelass '36-Sure! So we can
read about something else for a
change, and besides I believe him guilty.
Evelyn Keith '37-(The Elephant's
Child threatened me! Is that justice?)
Surely it took more than one man to
perform that crime Better be sure
Bruno is guilty.
Ella Mae Jackson '36-No, I do not
believe in capital punishment.

Paul W. Sloan: (Encumbered with a
letter to an unknown lady) "I don't
want to get mixed up with any married women; I have enough trouble of
my own." Submitted by Harriet Irwin.
H. DeF. Widger: <upon considering
Romeo) "It isn't well to kill your bride's
relatives; that is, not until later on
anyway." Submitted by Harriet E. Ir~
win.
C. H. Ooleman: "Texan's gun was
his check book at the meat market."
Submitted by Ruth Stallings.
---ElaTe---

Mattoon Factory Is
Visited by Classes

Have you engaged a double to attend all the Warbler picture parties?
Ruth Miller '36 -No, living death
--Or are you just another two-faced perwould be worse than being electrocutCollege and high school machine
son?
ed-if he is guilty!
wood working classes made a trip to
---EisTc
the furniture factory at Mattoon, last
(Continued from Page 4)
Dean MacG., suspiciously: Is everyFriday afternoon. About thirty boys
made the trip. Among the things seen
~one all here?
on
the trip were the seasoning sheds
when newspapers step in with their
--___
and the general factory work.
fanfare of publicity that such an eleQ. How would you . average 60 m.
ment gets even remotely out of con- per h. f?r the round tnp to Mattoon
Harlan Beem, county superintend- The m.ost inter~sting thing about the
trol."
- after gomg over at 30 m. per h.?
ent of schools, was guest speaker be- l fact?ry 1s. that It is carried on in a
we know so little at Eastern about
A. Ride over with Mr. Widger and fore two TC High government classes straight lme type of work. The wood
invasions of the public press upon the come back with Fritz Miller.
meeting jointly Tuesday afternoon ~nters the back of . ti:e building and as
He was the third member from th~ l.t moves forward It lS worked on until
sanctity of educational institutions j
. ---.
that some of these indictments may ..okey Honef1ng~r Wishes he had county's official staff to appear here ~~;me;g~s~r~m t~e front of the buildseem to be stretching a point already JOmed the News mstead of the base- He told of some special school prob~ shi~mel~;s ~.an
cratedh .ready for
ridiculously out of proportion. The ball team. He might have got a lit- lems in this county, and outlined his ense of.
.lS saves muc. m the extime may come, however, when just tle publicity.
duties as county superintendent
PTh bo glettmgd the furmture mad~.
·
e
ys earne much about making
.
.
H 1s appearance IS part of a program furnitur
d
·
such an experience may
Eastern's.
If ever Coach Van Horn appears in to acquaint students with the county
.
e an saw m.any expensive rnaWe ought to know the facts.
his underwear after a 'I'C game, you system of government. Several TC bchmdes and how easily the work could
In justice to certain newspapers, we
can be sure it was a real thriller.
e one.
. h t d
H Ig
s u ents accompanied G. H. Coleshould concede that many publications,
man's college class to the court house
like the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, are
What is the mystery of the disap- Tuesday morning to attend a meeting
making an honest effort to give to
education the credit it deserves. To pearance over the week-ends of the of the board of supervisors.
CHARLESTON FRUIT STORE
the building of more newspapers of men who were recently awarded letPHONE 531
that type we must dedicate the future ters? Riddle me that.
beyond college education.
leap year dance Feb. 29. There are
FRESH FRUITS, VEGETABLES
some girls who can't wait too.
DAILY

Vicious Attacks on
Colleges Criticized

--

Beem Speaks Before
Government ·G roups

I

I

list as passed to me include:
1. Jayne Lynch
2. Kathryn Davis
3. Walton Morris
L. 0. N. - I think Ike Wingler is
4. Arthur Spence, Jr.
a good singer.
5. Bercaw O'Hair
T. Lockard! - Is he? I never listen
6. Stanley Elam
over
the radio.
Until
further investigations are
made, I urge that all classes (except
--English 21) and chapel be discontinHas Cully grown tall yet? There's
ued indefinitely. I personally urge a murder at stake.
that Mr. Hearst refrain from mention--ing this disclosure, inasmuch as one of WPA motto: A brick a day keeps the
the Lair boys goes with a nice girl wolf away.
and we don't want to ruin the reputa--tion of anyone. Of course, we considDid Dicke Wick go to Texas to eser it the duty of every upright East- cape admiring fans?
ornite to forward to us any informa--tion which may lead to the conviction j We're n?t ~he only ones , who can
of anyone not entirely status quo. hardly wa1t tlll the Women s League
Washington should know about conditions; still we urge strict secrecy, inasmuch as most of the information
Your Patronage Will Be
contained herein was furnished· us by I
Appreciated
George Henry, Rex Hovious, Hugh
Complete Greasing Service
Harwood, Charles Austin and those
whose names appear above.
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
We is all "reds", isn't we. Isn't we?
We say, isn't we?
Signed: Ole Poker Face. FIL LI NG STATION
---EISTC--a.t Tenth and Lincoln
Patronize our News advertisers!

Q . Who was Paul Bunyan?
Jimmy T . He was the guy
wrote Paradist Lost.

This column is not conducted by the
Lair. Help! Help!
---EISTC---

Shorty's Beauty Parlor & Barber
Shop-Special, $1.75; complete, $2.00
up; permanents, shampoo and waves,
facia!s, 50c to $2.00. Hair cuts to
suit college students.

U S OL

• •

• •

Creosote Oil

Doubles the Life
of Wood
PHONE 85

Andrews Lumber & Mill Co.

THE

CASH GR OCER Y
Tomato Soup .................. 7c can
Milk, large cans .......... 7Y2 c can
Pork & Beans ................ 5c can
Hominy .............................. 5c can
South 6th St.

Ralph Bails, Prop.

Praise - W orthy

SHOE BARGAINS
Only a Few Pairs Left in These Two Tempting
Price Groups.

STUDENTS-

NEWELL'S

who

$1.99

I

You could pick blindfolded from this group.
is a bargain.
Formerly Sold $2.45 to $2.95

Every shoe

.

$2.99

Those smart Paris Fashions, in wide straps, pumps and
novelty leathers .
Values t o $3.95
THINK OF GETTING THE SEASON'S SMARTEST
AT THESE PRICES

A& G SHOE MART
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St.Viator, State Normal Each Score 50 Points to Beat EI
Betourne Scores
High for Viator

Paces Local Scorers

==========!

Intramural Standings

PANTHERGRAMS.
- By SlR LANTZELOT-

Green Wave Runs Up Commanding First Half Lead; EI Impresses Midway in Game.

Contributed lby Charles Austin
The Eastern Panthers will enga.ge two foes this week. Rose
Poly of Terre Haute will play on
the home court tomorrow night
and the Angusmen will travel to
Carhondale to engage the Maroons
Friday night. The Engineers from
Terre Haute are just now resuming basketball after a four-year
lay-off, so this factor will make
Eastern the favorite, for a change.

(AS OF FRIDAY, JAN. 17)
TeamWon Lost
Vikings .......................... 3
0
Gilbert Boys .............. 3
0
Fidelis .......................... 3
0
F . Dutchman ............ 2
1
Hungry Five .............. 2
1
Panther Lair ............ 1
2
Flyers ............................ 1
2
Dark Horses .............. 1
2
Republicans ................ 1
2
Phi Sigs ...................... 1
2
Titans .......................... 0
3
Parkas ..........................0
3

Red Birds Hand
Locals Drubbing

Oppts.
80
32
60
36
52
40
77
47
58
44
46
39
53
47
4.6
53
32
53
30
78
30
62
39
72

pts,

Abundant Fouling Hinders Panthers; Normal Huskies Boost
Sc:ore to Record Total.

State Normal's superiority in most
every branch of athletics prevailed in
basketball Saturday night as the
Red Birds handed the Angusmen a
52-23 lacing at Normal. The highgeared Normal crew had things much
its own way and gave the locals slight
1chance to revolt.
Coach Angus started a revised lineup which had Rex Burgess and Frank
Cossins at forwards, Shaw at center,
Joe Curry tops all other Panther
and
Austin and Tedrick at guards.
A shake-up in the Panther line-up
scorers, and in addition ranks 1'8th
Shaw
resumed play at center after
among. the best in the Little Nineteen. at State Normal Saturday night found
trials
at
forward in the last two
Frank Cossins and Rex Burgess at the
Favorites retained honors I'n last
forward positions in the starting linegames.
up. This change was made to revive week's games of the
intramural
Normal used block plays to adthe scoring of Panther forwards. So tourney now in progress under the di- vantage in its usual involved offense.
far as we know, this was Cossins' first rec~ion of John Ritchie.
Fidelis The Red Birds hit a good percentage
introduction to forward duty. At whipped. Newt's Hungry Five, 19-16, of their shots to heighten the efHigh scorers in the intramural round Charleston high school where he star- the Flymg Dutchman trounced Park- fectiveness of their attack.
robin tourney now in progress were red for three years ~fore graduation as, 38 - 15• ~nd the Gil~ert Boys beat
The Panthers were hindered by frepaced by Linder of the Flying Dutch- in 1931, he played nothing but a guard the Republicans, 18-8 m one bracket quent fouling which cost t he services
man at the close of play Thursday. position. On an independent team in of games.
of three men and slowed up play of
Linder has 40 points in three games. Montana, where he worked for a year, 1 The Dark Horses turned back the other starters.
~e is. trailed b~ McClure of the Vik- he was also at guard. In the few Lair, 15 to 12 while the Phi Sig quint
State Normal held a 28-10 half lead.
rns With 26 ~ornts an~ Adair of the games he has played for Eastern, took another drubbing, this time
Defeat shoved the locals farther into
same team w1th 22 pomts.
gu::trd duty has been the regular as- at the hands of the Vikings, 26-6. the lower bracket of Little Nineteen
. Hig~ scorers and their totals, show- 1 Dignment.
~delis h~d little trouble with the standings. St. Viator whipped the
mg field goals and free throws are:
-T1tans, Winning by a 17-9 score. The locals Tuesday night which coupled
Linder, F. Dutchmen, 14-12, 40 points;
Who said, "Having the officials
Hungry Five got voracious and trim- with one lone victory, gained at the
McClure, Vikings, 12-2, 26 points;
on yom· side means victory." The
med the Flyers, 20-15.
expense of Shurtleff, gives Eastern a
Adair, Vikings, 9-4, 22 points; Vern
Eastern crew provided transportaSaturday afternoon's games return- record of two losses and one victory.
Owens, Dark Horses, 9-3, 21 points;
tion for A1 Nelson and Ernie Fireed the Lair victor over Parkas, 25-17.
E osTc - - W~ldrip, Fidelis•. 8-5, 21 points; Jones,
baugh returning from Normal SatThe rampant Gilbert Boys swamped ANNUAL TOURNEY TO OPEN
Larr, 7-5, 19 pomts; V. Owens, Dark
urday night and look what hapthe failing Titan&, 26-5.
The PhiWAA's annual basketball tournaHorses, 6-4, 16 points; Staff, Hungry
pened. Some trip, eh, AI?
Sigs were no match for the Gilbert ment will start tonight with games in
Five, 7-1, 15 points.
Boys, losing 36-13. Making their sec- the gymnasium from 7 to 9 p . m. All
All men have competed in three
Drawings for the Eastern illinois ond start of the day, the Titans lost girls interested are instructed to be out
games.
High School tourney, scheduled late by the greatest margin yet recorded for the games this evening. Addition
---EosTc
this month, have all the earmarks of in the tourney as the Dutchmen won, of several teams promises a larger
being pla.ced. Every team drew a nat- 23-3.
tourney than ever before.
ural rival such as Paris vs. Kansas;
Standings in the tourney, as of
Charleston City vs. Greenup; TC High Friday, will be found elsewhere in the
vs. Toledo; Casey vs. Martinsville; and News.
J
---EISTC--TC High cagers broke even in last Oblong vs. Newton. It's a good thing
A
good
hair
cut
just
doesn't
h.a
WAA TO MEET TONIGHT
week's play, losing to Ashmore by a sixteen men were present at the
-it is the result of long experfe~
34-33 score, and beating Westfield, drawings.
aud careful attention. You can get
There will be a meeting for new and
that kind of service at the
33-21. Ashmore's slim victory proA toast to Ashmore! No gym, no
old
members
of
the
Women's
Athletic
vided one of the hottest basketball
facilities, and only 18 boys in
Association in the gymnasium at seven
games seen in the Eastern gym for
school, yet they have defeated
o'clock this evening. Members are
some time. The locals rallied in the
Charleston High, TC, Kansas,
urged
to be present promptly at the
last five minutes of play to banish
Southwest COrner of Square
Westfield, and Martinsville in the
hour set for meeting.
a 10-point lead and come within a
EI League.
Little H.
single basket of winning.
Phipps gave his team vi:ctory by scorSparks Business college is causing
ing from the free throw line in the
some
embarrassment to the Little
EASTERN (24)
FG Fr PF last 45 seconds of play.
Nineteen.
They h ave defeated Illinois
2
2
Curry, f ....................................4
Against Westfield TC played a less CoUege, Shurtleff, McKendree, Eureka,
A Full Line of Haz'dware, Paints, Dishes, Kitchen Utensils, Tools,
0
0
Spicer, f ....................................0
thrilling game. They stayed out in and DeKalb, while losing to Eastern
Outlery and Sporting Goods
1
Shaw, f ....................................!'
0
front
throughout
the
game
as
Baker,
and
Illinois
W
esleyan.
This
basketball
4
2
Holmes, f ..................................0
We Aiso Repair Suitcases, Bags, Trunks and All Leather Goods
3 Day, and Snyder scored freely and is a cock-eyed game, make no mistake
0
Brown, c .................................. 1
"See Us Before You Buy''
proportionally.
about it.
Warmoth, c ............................0
0
0
By whipping Westfield TC gained its
----EISTC--SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
PHONE 492
2
0
Austin, g .................................. 0
3
fifth
Eastern
Illinois
League
victory
Order your flowers by telephone. Call
Cossins, g ................................0
0
39. Lee's Flower Shop, 413 Seventh
0 as against one defeat.
Mahon, g ..................................1
0
TC will play Robinson at Robinson street.
2
Tedrick, g ................................2
2
tonight and Martinsville there Sat17
urday night.
Totals .................................... 9
6
They have lost only one game thus far,
---EISTC--bowing to Illinois W esleyan ten days
ST. VIATOR (51)
FG FT
ago. Among Carbondale's victims are
Betourne, f .., ...........................9
5 P~
Illinois College and McKendree.
Clays, f ...................................... 1
o o
It will be Eastern's fourth Little
2
Gibbons, if ................................0
0
You '11 be surpris,e d at the large .stocks and the quality we
Straub, f ..................................1
3
0
The first of two basketball games Nineteen game of the season when
have. Ev<ery item oof high grade and guaranteed to be satisMonahan, c ..............................2
o
2 with Rose Polytechnic Institute of Southern is met. So far the locals have
factory.
Everything for the girl.
copped
one,
lost
two.
Burke, c .................................... 0
o 0 T erre Haute will be played on the local
Blazevich, g ............................ 3
0
2 floor Wednesday night. The second
HOSIERY
COATS
Walsh, g .................................... 0
1
0 game with Terre Haute is scheduled
UNDERWEAR
DRESSES
McElligott, g .......................... 2
2
4 for Feb. 18.
DRESS
GOODS
SPORTS WEAR
Rogers, g .................................. 1
0
0
The Rose Engineers discontinued
HATS
Lenahan, g ..............................1
o 0 basketball at their institution in 1931.
MUSIC
At that time they had an outstand- to the college student, is something
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service
Totals .................................. 20 11
12 ing team.
to eat. If you think first of Werat all times. Expert operator.
- - -EISTC- - On Friday night the Panthers jourden's Grocery you will make an A.
ney
to
Carbondale
where
they
will
parTAP DANCING CLASSES
SPONSORED BY W AA ticipate in a conference game with
the Sinoos. The Southerners have an
South Side Square
W AA heads report that tap dancing unusually strong entry this season.
is popular as ever in the athl)etic
curriculum this year. They put it this
way: "If you happen to be in the west
end of the second floor on Tuesdays or
Thursday's about 5 o'clock, don't wonMATTOON, ILLINOIS
der about all the noise you hear. It's
caused by 50 pairs of tapping feet."
Short, thorough and intensive tra ining for office work. Special courses
- - -E I ST' c - - for SCHOOL TEACHERS. Day and Night School.
Proper care of your watch should
Tuition ReMOnaJble
include complete cleaning and lubriALTERATIONS
REPAIRING
cation once a year. Bring it to us.PHONE 248
TELEPHONE BLDG.
C. P. Coon, 408 6th Street.

B y John Farrar.
Eastern's basketeers journeyed to
Bourbonnais last Tuesday only to return on the short end of a 51-24 score.
The Green Wave which submerged the
Panthers featured an attack led by
Betourne, a lightning fast forward who
unlike lightning struck more than once
in the same place; in fact he made
nine baskets and five free throws for
a grand total of 23 points.
St. Viator flashed a rotating attack
which utilized all the benefits of the
broad expanse of their playing floor.
The Panthers on the other hand
could not connect from the field, as
many good shots by the Angusmen
dropped dishearteningly from the rim
where the Green Wave utilizing all
their superior height controlled the
vast majority of rebounds.
Betourne opened scoring for the
evening when he sank a free throw and
followed with a basket from the side.
Jimmy Tedrick soon evened the count
with a basket and added a gift toss.
Curry put the Panthers ahead with a
beautiful basket from near the center
circle; but the lead was short lived as
Betourne counted with two charity
tosses. Blazevitch sank a fielder after
whi$ Holmes, McElligott, Tedrick,
and Curry sank foul shots. McElligott,
Blazevitch, and Tedrick sank fielders,
then Curry dropped in a free throw
and the irrepressible Betourn.e made
two dandy field goals as the half ended. Score at the half: Eastern 11, St.
Viator 21.
It was Be.tourne again who opened
scoring for· the second ha1f with a charity toss~ an accomplishment which
Straub,· a teammate, duplicated. Curry
sahk ~wt> sweet shots from · far out before Bla'zevitch dropped in a long shot
'fr6m near the center. Brown came
right back with a pivot shot and Shaw
-counted with a field goal
which
brought the score to 25-19 in favor of
St. Viator. This was Eastern's high
point in the second half.
· From here 'on out to the end of the
game Eastern could score only five
points against 26 for St. Viator. Final
score, 51-24.

Favorites Continue
To Top lntramurals

Linder Snatches Lead
In IM Scoring Battle

I

.TC Bows to Ashmore,
But B eats Westfield

It Pays 't o Look Well

I

I

HOL,M ES BARBER
SHOP

·--------------------

A. G. FROMMEL

Coles County's Largest Oep't. Store

Locals to Face Rose
Poly, Southern Crew

WELCOM'E S YOU!

A Subject for
Much Thought

\JERDEN GROC.

Charleston Cleaners and Dyers

ALEXANDER'S

Utterback's Business College

PHONE 404

••Proved By the Past -Improved for the Future''

If It 's Less Than an Eight, It 's Out of Date

McARTHUR MOTOR SALES
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

PHONE 866

n
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Wesley C. Easttnan of Eastern Staff Wins Two
Appointments for Special Commission Service
State Commission to Study Farm
Needs; Reports Will Be for National Group.

Wins Appointment

Named on Committee of Ten Ap-1
pointed to Formulate Rural
Education Program.

IMAGAZINE TO PRINT
EI Student T ella of
EASTERN NEWS
Seeing Grads on Trip

IT MS

h

gradua work
w 11 known
meeting thr
graduat s whl 1 on a trip to
fornia during th Chri tm
holida •s.
All three live in or n ar Lo Ang 1 .
Paul P nnington, h
five year
ago, i married to lh form r H 1 n
Rhod , an x-Ea t rn tud nt. They
are the parents of a 20-month old
baby girl.
Calude Kellam, graduate of s veral
years ago, is living and working in
Pasad na.
The third is G neve's brother, Llo d,
also a former student. H is mployed in Los Angeles with th Charles B.
Coop r Construction Co., s lUng machinery and designing conv yor .
Miss Weeks reports s ing
th
Tournament of Roses at Pa adena on
New Year's Day.
Pictures of th
floats entered in the parade are on
display this week.

Winning his second appointment to
Wesley c. Eastman, director of rural
an
important office within the week,
education at Eastern, has been apOMITTED FROM LIST
Wesl
y C. Eastman was notified last
pointed to a committee of ten ducaTuesday that he is to serve on a countors charged with suggesting means
ty extension program-building commitwhereby a more comprehensive protee in rural education.
gram of rw·al education may be de- 1
Duty of the new committee is to
vised.
further develop a comprehensive, coSue M. Powers, president of the deordinated educational program in agripartment of rural education of the
culture and home economics in every
National Education Association, made
county in Illinois. Dean Herbert W.
the appointmen s. In commenting
Patronize our New ndvertl r
Mumford of the University of Illinois
upon the move she said:
announced appointments.
"The work of this committee is to
be outlined as follows:
The committee will meet upon call of
"To serve as a body of consultants
the county farm adviser.
to the officers and committees of the
Goal of the extension service is the
department of rural education of the
advancement of economic and social
our b
---O:I!ITe--National Education Association on
welfare of Illinois farmers, farm hometh
b
policies of the department, on probmakers, and their families. Said Mr.
lems of rural education that need
Mumford:
stud , and to serve as assistants to the
The Chanute Acts of Chanute Fly"The educational program which you
tate director in maintaining and in- ing Field were too powerful for the
recommend
for your county should
creasing the membership of the de- Eastern Cubs here Saturday afternoon,
At 10 o'clock Saturday evening at
r
point to this goal."
partment."
winning by a 50-26 score. It was the
the
Methodist
parsonage
in
LaPlac
,
Some specific duties of the commitProfessor W. 0 . Brown of Southern second game and the second defeat of
Ill., Regina Zimmerman of Hind b<>ro,
tee
are:
Illinois State Teachers college is to the season for the locals.
a student at Eastern, became the bride
To encourage interest and partici- of Ray Dennis of Charleston. The atserve as tate chairman. Other com~
The Cubs owe their defeat to three
mitteemen are L. W. Hacker, Dlinols Actsmen, the Rasmussen brothers- pation of farm people in group dis- tendants were Mr. and Mrs. Owen
State Normal; D. L. Bailey, Western the same who helped Chanute to cussions; to analyze data with refer- Ryan.
R 1
hi
State Teachers; Homer Hall, Northern victory over Eastern last year.
E. ence to conditions affecting agriculMrs. D nnis is a graduate of HindsState Teachers; Chris Apt, county sup~ Rasmussen, star forward, collected 19 ture; to outline an extension program; boro high school and attended Ea terint ndent of school, Henderson coun- points to become high scorer of the to report once a month to the state di- ern this year. Mr. Dennis is on of
ty; W. C. Petty, superinten~ent of afternoon. Together, the Rasmussens rector of extension; to report to the the proprietors of the Hi-Hat Cleanschools, Lake county; D. E. S1ms, sup- scored 29 points. For Eastern War- U. S. Department of Agriculture.
ers in this city. The couple will re---EISTC--erintendent o~ schools, .Bond county: moth, freshman center, again paced
side in Charleston.
E. H. Lukebtll, supermtendent of local scorers with seven points.
Leading at half-time by a 26-10
schools. Logan county; 0. A. Schmitt,
superintendent of schools, Monroe score, the Acts reasserted their sup rcounty.
iority in the second half and never
---EISTc:--A group of Pemberton Hall girls
gaVe the locals a chance to threaten.
ADM. lOc & 25c
TODAY (TUES.) & WED.surprised
Peggy Fellis, president of
With the Rasmussens clicking reguthe
Hall
Council
last
quarter,
with
a
larly, the Acts ran-up a 38-16 score in
short order. Clever floor work by party Tuesday night in honor of her
The room in
In
Gorsage, Chanute forward , was highly birth anniversary.
(Continued from Page 4)
which
the
party
was
held
was decor- !
instrumental in the victory.
FI' PF ated with red crepe paper.
FG
tempt to put them under efficient I EASTERN CUBS (26)
Miss Fellis was presented with a
governmental control.
1
0
Lathrop, f .............................. 1
with
from the friends, as a token of
book
"Many legislative actions and m any Keen e, f .................................. 0
2
0
Refreshments
were
judicial decisions which I am confi- Jones, f .................................... 2
0 remembrance.
1
served.
dent time will show to have been er- Lewis, f .................................... 2
4
0
3
roneous and a damage to the country Warmoth, c ............................ 2
o Those present were Jane Hall, Jane
,sHOWS 2:30-7:00-9:00
ALSO NEWS- COMEDYwould have been avoided if our legis- Cole, g ......................................2
1
1 Smith, Naomi Newman, Dorothy
lators and jurists had approached the Ritchie, g ................................ 0
1
1 Armes, Gena Bonati, Wilba Cribbett,
matter of enacting and construing the Spicer, g ................................ 0
THUR,S DAY-BARGAIN DAYMATINEE lOc to ALL
2
o Ernestine .Crooks, Georgia Leisher,
laws of the land in the spirit of your Wilson, g ................................ 0
o o Elizabeth Jones, Helen Barr, Maxine
NITE lOc & 15c
great P ennsylvanian, Justice WilsonCraig, Pauline Wetter, Helen Phillips
in the spirit of Marshall and of Wash9 and Miss Fellis.
8
Totals ..................................9·
ington. Such decisions put us at a
- - -E I STC- -in
great disadvantage in the battle for
ROBERTSON IS HOST
industrial order as against the present
industrial chaos. If we interpret the
James Robertson entertained a small
Constitution in narrow instead of broad
group of friends Monday evening at
SUPER SERVICE
fashion . . . we as a people will render
1064 Ninth street in honor of Kathryn
ourselves impotent to deal with any
Walker. At the close of the evening
Grocery-Market
abuses which may be committed by
FRIDAY-SATURDAYADM. lOc & 15c
a salad course was served to Kaththe men who have accumulated the ryn Walker, Josephine Thomas, Mary
PHONE 71
enormous fortunes of today, and who Kathryn Kincaid, Evelyn Ringo, Wiluse these fortunes in still vaster corp- lard Duey, Melvin Alexander, and
orate form in business.
Robert Johns.
in
"The legislative or judicial actions
and decisions of which I complain ...
do not really leave to the States power
to deal with corporate wealth in busiwith
ness. Actual experience has shown that
HOME STYLE COOKING
the States are wholly powerless to deal
with this subject; and any action or
SERVICE WITH A SMILE
CONTINUOUS SUNDAY
SUN.-MON.- JAN. 26-27decision that deprives the nation of the
power to deal with it, simply results
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
in leaving the corporations absolutely
GROCERIES AND MEATS
free to work without any effective
First Door East of Campus-PHONE 73
D. T. Freeland
supervision whatever; and such a
course is fraught with untold danger
to the future of our whole system of
with
government, and, indeed, to our whole
civilization."
It would seem that attitudes toward
this whole subject of constitutional interpretation are somewhat conditioned
REX- BARGAIN DAY THURSDAYlOc ALL DAY
by one's relationship to the party
which happens to be in power.

Cubs Bow to Chanute
Acts Here Saturday

Attention Ladies!
"

astern Student Is
Married on Saturdal

"

The GOLDEN RULE
SHOE SHOP

I

Surprise Party Given
By Girls of Pem Hall

--LINCOLN THEATRE------

Theodore Roosevelt's
Views Are Presented

Jane WITHERS

I

'PADDY O'DAY'

Pinky TOMLIN- Geor.g e GIVOT
Jane DARWELL

Ricardo CORTEZ

MOO R .E ' S

'Murder of Doctor Harrigan'

Delivery Service

Barbara ST ANWYCK- Preston FOSTER
Melvyn DOUGLASS

LINCOLN INN-- EASTERN'S CHOICE

with Mary ASTOR

'ANNIE OAK LIE'
Andy CLYDE- Pert KELTON

· Charles DICKEN'S

'Tale of Two Cities'

Ronald COLMAN- Elizabeth YOUNG
Donald WOODS

- - -EISTCC
-

-

-

'HAPPY HUNTERS ' MEET
Unit 4, or the "Happy Hunters," met
Tuesday evening at the home of Aline
Claar, 1012 Sixth street. Twelve members of the unit were present. After a
short business meeting, jig-saw puzzles
and games were enjoyed. A salad
course and tea were served at the close
of the evening.

·S PECIAL PURCHASE AND
SELLING!
Men 's Genuine Suede Leather

JACKETS

JUST SOUTH OF SQUARE
ON SOUTH 7th ST .

'HER MASTER'S VOICE'
MATINEE 2:30

EVENING FROM 6 :30

REX- FRIDAY -SATURDAY-

John CARROLL and Rod La ROCQUE
in

in

'HI CAUCHO'

REX- SUN.-MON.- JAN. 26-27-

in High Class Repairing.
Come 'in and see us or

Campbell's Shoe Shop

in

with Slide Fasteners

We Specialize
PHONE 609

Edward Everett HORTON

These jackets are of smooth, pliable,
carefully selected Brown Suede Leath er .
. . . They come with slide fast ener fronts,
suede collars and !mit cuffs and fully
satine lined. . . . Sizes 36 to 46.

Ginger ROGERS- Fred AST.A IRE
Gene RA YMOND·-Delores Del RIO
In Their First Musical- Back by Request

'Flying Down To Rio'
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Seymour Is
Report on Housing Edwin G~albreath Is
Question: Does This State Need G. H. Art
Speaker at Seminar
Club Speaker Released by Dean
New Co.nstitutioo? Answer. ·...

"Ancestors of the Pre-Historic Man"
"Art, if it is great art, is always an
By Wilma Birdzell
was the theme of a talk given by Edwin
---· -------------------------------- expression of its own age." This was
the theme of a talk given by Glenn
From the office of Miss Nathile Galbreath before the Zoology Seminar
Writer Explains Problems Which
Seymour of the history department McKay, Dean of Women, comes the
He dlS. cussed the
Baffle Those Who Would
before 36 Art club members and social following report on women's housing Tuesday evening.
Build Good Government Now.
conditions at Eastern. The report divergence of opinion among anthroscience students Friday evening.
the poligists regarding the nature of the
Mr. Seymour showed the interde- includes statistics concerning
earliest man.
(The Forum is sponsoring a series
number
of
girls
who
are
doing
light
pendence of art and history, po:nting
of discussions on various problems of
w. M. Gersbacher also talked, reportS. E. Thomas, head of the history out that both come from the same housekeeping, living at home or with
state government in Illinois, which are
The relatives, living at the dormitory and ing the phases of interest at the science
department, was re-elected president urges and patterns in society.
explained below. The next discussion
negation of emotion that was evi- those working .for room ~r board, im- ~ m eeting in st. Louis, which he attendis to be held January 23, at 7:30 in of the Charleston National Bank by denced in art during the eighteenth provements
In
roommg
houses, ed during the Christmas holidays.
the auditorium. Mr. Paul E. Malone, bank directors meeting Tuesday after- century was also revealed in the changes in contract rulings, and house
ElsTc'--from the Illinois State Tax Commis- noon. At the annual stockholders' smugness and logic, letter-for-letter inspection.
PARENT-TEACHER GROUP
sion will speak on "Tax Problems in meeting held earlier Mr. Thomas pre- inter retation of law by the English
Statistics on Housing Cited
WILL MEET WEDNESDAY
sented a report on the year's operaP
t
Illinois."--The Editors.)
For the present term there are 222
I governmen
, causing the American
.
t IOns.
girls doing light housekeeping, 85 I
. .
revolution.
(By Staff Reporter).
The T~au:mg s.c hool Pa~ent-TeachThe report revealed that a profit of
The meticulously detailed pictures living at Pemberton Hall, 82 living at
Five years after the close of the Civil $8,600 had been made, after costs of of the Dutch and Flemish schools home, 16 living with relatives, 20 ers asso~Iatl.on Will meet m the co~
War the people of illinois adopted a depre~iation on the building, furniture, came as an expression of the lusty, driving from home, 30 working for lege auditormm at 7:~0 . p." m. this
These data
when Wednesday. The topic IS Character
new Constitution. At that time the and fiXtures had been deducted.
materialistic wealth aristocracy made accomodations.
compared
with
data
from
other
years Training . in Chi~dho~." Speakers
F.:lsTc
up. of proud "self-made" men.
state was primarily an agricultural reshow
a
decrease
in
the
number
of are to Miss Emma Reinhardt, Lloyd
gion, and the new Constitution was LE CERCLE FRANCAIS
In a discussion after the meeting,
girls
doing
light
housekeeping,
an
inF. Sunderman and Mrs. E. H. Taylor.
designed for conditions associated
HOLDS REGULAR MEET Mr. Seymour expressed his opinion of
crease
in
the
population
of
Pember---EtsTc
therewith--but conditions have changLorado Taft. "He is a competent
ton
Hall
and
only
slight
variations
LOST
OR MISPLACED
ed in the past sixty-five years. The
Le Cercle Francais held its regular tombstone constructor. Art must be
Illinois of 1936 is not the illinois of bi-monthly meeting Thursday evening. an expression of the age, or it is not in regard to the number of girls livSaturday night at the Teachers Coling at home or with relatives, and
1870. Our state has become one of During the first part of the evening, art."
lege party a gir:s• brown velvet hat
the foremost industrial regions of the the group attended the show at the
Art students were urged to steep in the number of girls who work for with two small crystal ornaments on
Union and with industrialism has come Lincoln theater, "Les Miserables." Aft- themselves in the past before at- room and board.
front. Finder please call 887 at noon
During the summer a number of
a number of situations rendering ob- erwards the party met at Miss Mich- tempting to interpret the present.
hour or after 6 p. m.
solete many of the detailed provisions ael's apartment to discuss Victor Hugo But the creative work should be an ex- improvementS! were made in the housof our "Civil War period" constitution. and his books. Refreshments were pression of today, with the develop- ing conditions of the girls who are
Thirty result of the co-operation on the part
served by the hostess and a social hour ment of the historical sense in depict- doing light housekeeping.
Revenue Article Hinders
householders
have
installed
telephones,
of the householders is the establishj ing American scenes.
P erhaps one of the greatest inequal- was enjoyed.
provided entire new furnishings, in- ment of a flat rate for room or houseities emanates from the provision of
stalled kitchenettes or made various keeping· privileges. The price is to be
the revenue ar·t icle, which says all
other improvements; and about thirty stated at the beginning of the term
property shall be taxed at a "uniform"
others have made promises of im- and is not to be changed without a
rate. This provision wrought no inprovements.
equalities in 1870 because at that time
month's notice to the residents of the
Prices for rooms in the seventy- house and the Dean of Women. This
practically all property consisted of
nine houses offering accomodations regulation has been incorporated in
real estate and tangible personal propBy June Preston
shelves below for utensils, could be range from $1.75 to $6.00 weekly. On
erty (livestock, furniture, tools, etc.) ;
the rooming agreement.
How about a big helping of roast considered a third member of that com- the average each girl pays $1.90
but the surge of industrialism and "big
weekly. This means $453.00 in one
business" which swept over the state chicken? That is JUSt what I spied bination.
Milk and cream will be taken care week, $1.812.00 in a month, or $16,following the turn of the century, ush- on the gas range as Mrs. Lundly proudered into existence a new type of prop- ly displayed the Pemberton Hall Kitch- of in a very special way. A serving 309.00 a year for the householders.
combination container and During the past three years the
erty -- intangible personal property en and its new fixtures, installed dur- table,
(bonds, mortgage, notes, etc.)--which ing the Christmas holidays and the frigidaire were purchased for them householders as an organization have
cannot be taxed at a "uniform" rate past two weeks. The large, b~ack gas alone.
received $48,783.00.
with tangible property. --Why? Let range was installed one year ago last
Hidden by a screen across the end of
Method of Inspection Explained
us examine the results of the applica- Christmas. Up to that t ime a coal stove the dining room were a toaster, cabUNTIL FEB. 1st
When the housing committee intion of these provisions to a $1000 had been used. This gas range was inet and frigidaire water cooler. The spects rooms they score each house
0
bond. The bond draws four per cent equipped with a canopy ·and under- n ew dish washing machine, in another according to an inspection sheet
..
.....................
interest annually or $40.00. To apply lighting for a Christmas gift this year ·1section of the kitchen, would be an en- which takes into consideration venthe general property tax provided for
At one end of the range stood a couragement to anyone to indulge in tilation, heating and light faci:lities,
in the constitution, the bond woUld be gleaming two-section steaming oven, 1 that unpleasant task.
furnishings,
prices,
housekeeping
taxed at 37 per cent of its full cash opposite it was as positively new panenThe woodwork has been repaired and privileges, and general home
value or $370.00. Using the tax rate rack full of all kinds of cooking uten- the kitchen and pantries painted a vironment. The latest addition to
PHONE 789
of 7.5 per cent, the tax on the $1000 se.s for broiling and roasting.
light cream color. The large white the inspection sheet is a score card for
bond would be 7.5 per cent of $370.00
My attention was then called to a frigidaire which covered one entire end kitchenettes.
or $27.50, hence the net annual income stainless steel three-in-one sink and of the room certainly didn't need reOne of the most important and
from the bond would be $12.25. The drainboard. Its twin sister is a stain- placing.
recent changes in women's housing
bond is worth $1000.00 because it less steel table with two large consupervision in the college is the orOPERATORS-Dorothy Stites,
The King of them all was a large,
yields a profit of $40.00 per year but ta::.ners for meat and several smaller
ganization
of
the
householders.
All
Prudence Martin
black, gleaming coffee urn with a comwhen that profit is decreased to $12.25 ones for cans and vegetables.
The partment beneath for cups and women's householders meet quarterBack of Holmes Barber Shop
by the tax the value of the bond is lower part was made into a cabinet for
ly to discuss the findings from house
6th & JACKSON
saucers. It sits at the end of the dindecreased to $396.25.
service plates. The new manel-metal ing room and you can be sure that it surveys and inspections. One valuable
Shortcomings of Tax Listed
table, equipped with a rack above and isn't hid by a screen.
Obviously such a tax is confiscatory
The cooks were very enthusiastic
when applied to that type of property; DONALD DAVIS TO HEAD
about
their new equipment.
Mrs.
therefore, intangible property is not
SCIENCE CLUB IN 1936
Lundey,
who
has
been
employed
at
taxed. As a result the burden of the
Pemberton
Hall
for
six
years,
cooked
in
tax burden falls upon tangible propAt the Wednesday meeting of the a tea room at Detroit before coming to
Repairing
Open e~Wh Sat. 9:3() till 2:00
erty and real estate. It has been estiScience club Donald Davis was chosen Charleston. Her home it at Tuscola.
mated by the Illinois Tax Commission
Dressed chickens, butter, eggs, pies.
club president for the year 1936. Dane
~ CHURCH
Mrs. Brown, the assistant to Mrs.
that more than half of the wealth of
cakes, bread. rolls and other
~ouslog and Ruth Crosby were electLundey, is beginning her fifth year at
505 No. 22nd Street
the state consists of intangible perhome cooked food.
sonal property; yet that property pays ed vice-president and secretary re- Pemberton Hall. Although she has
MATTOON
ILLINOIS
7th St.-% Blook South of Square
done no professional cooking before
only 3 per cent of the total revenue spectively.
The progra m consisted of ta:ks by coming to Charleston, she has a family
of the state as compared with 73 per
Earland
Ritchie, E. L. Stover, Frank of children which avows for her ability
cent derived from taxes on real estate.
Verwiebe
and Glenn Davis.
as a cook. Mrs. Brown's home is at
The shifting of and the concentraAlhambra. Both ladies reside at Pemtion of population in different areas
MARINELLO
since 1900 has resulted in inequitable Supreme Court, but still it has no berton Hall.
representation of the people in the more representation in the Supreme
Now do you understand why that
North Side Squa.re
~tate legislature. The unequal propor- Court (one judge is elected from each chicken looked so delicious?
"WE WANT YOUR
tion of the population in each of the district). The administrative work of
SPECIALIZING
senatorial districts of the state oper- the judge from the seventh district is
BUSINESS"
in All Kinds of
Shoe Repairing Neatly Done
ates to give the state a government by greater than the combined work of the
BEAUTY WORK
a minority of the people.
six other judges.
463 Lincoln St.
Phone 422
W. C. Peters, Prop.
Phone 1506
There are fifty-one senatorial disThese examples are only typical of
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
tricts in the state, each of which elects the many inequalities resulting from
Phone 173
one senator and three representatives obsolete provisions of our constitution.
North
of
Square on 7th St.
to the state legislature. Of these, the Other problems of moment are : home
twenty-six smallest in 1930, had a rule for Chicago, cumulative voting,
population of 2,182,103 . These districts the judicial system, county and local
elect, altogether, twenty-six senators. government, educational system, and
and seventy-eight representatives. On the amending process of the constituvisit the
the other hand, the combined popula- tion.
tion of the twenty-five larger districts
Obviously these problems are importwas 5,448,551; and they elected only ant and should concern every citizen
twenty-five senators and seventy-five of the state because after all it is
FREE COFFEE
representatives. Thus we see that really the voters-the people-who are
with every 15c lunch
only twenty-eight per cent of the peo- responsible for the present conditions.
ple of the state elect a majority of the Only the people h ave the power to
members to both houses of the legis- cor~e.ct the situation--by constitutional \
Operated by "Bob" and "Ab"
lature.
reVIsiOn.
In this case our short lot shoes are top-heavy in the larger
Discrepancies in Districts
The discrepancy between judicial
sizes, and we offer your choice of the lo~
'districts is equally as great as that
'b etween the senatorial districts. The
seventh district, composed of the counties of cook, Will, K ankakee, Lake,
and DuPage, has a total population of
COME IN AND SEE THESE SHOES
We Carry a Complete Line of
4,339 ,000 ~ while the fourth district has
School Supplies
a population of 322,000. The one is
INVAA.T•s
thirteen times larger than the other
BllOWNbiltSHOE
STORE
,and in it originates sixty per cent of
BA.LOU'
CHARLESTON
BOY SCOUT
Ci.
the litigation which comes before the

S. E. Thomas W ill
Continue As Head
Of National Bank

New Kitchen Fixtures at Pemberton
Hall Installed; Impressions Are Given

PERMAN ENT
SPECIAL!

~~! ~~~~~~.~:
$2.00
!!!() . ~~~~.~~.~~~. . . . . . . . . . $3.00
!!: .~~~~~~~.~.~~................ $4.00

GABRIELE EN
BEAUTY SHOPPE

Farm and Home
Market

Royal Typewriters
E. L.

BEAUTY SHOP

Fletcher's Grocery

BRADING'S

After the Game

KRACKER BOX

Fred Fletcher, Prop.

7 _u p

'•

of

LADIES' SHOES

·----------------..l

A.

c.

ADKINS

Size 7 or Lar_ger

Groceries and Meats

CORNER TENTH AND LINCOLN

HO<;I£AV

ILL.

!CiHQ~

••

es

AVIAT RIX Amelia Ear~
hart is the new consult,
tant on careers for women at
Purdue University, where
she .also serves as adviser to
the department of aer0'
dynamics. She is shown get,
ting acquainted with a group
of the women on the Boiler,
maker campus.

JNVENTOR OF BASKETBALL and University of
Kansas professor of physical education, Dr. James
Naismith recently celebrated his 74th birthday. He de~
vised the game of basketball in 18<)1 while a member of
the faculty at Springfield, Mass.;Y. M. C. A. College.

HILL,BILLY SONG QUEEN TURNS PROFESSOR , , The candid camera
caught this unusual study of Aunt Molly Jackson, famous Kentucky hill,billy
songstress, as she taught a New York University class in "The Popular Ballad in
England and America," pausing between choruses to take a few puffs on her corncob
~~·

.

EARNING HOW TO RUN A HOTEL is no snap job, as student chef John
Floros will tell you after he finished managing the kitchen of the New York
which was taken over for several days by his class in hotel management at
University.

SHE'S DOING HER HOMEWORK! , , Charlotte Prescott does her "lessons"
for the new course in make,up in the grooming department of Stephens College
for Women (Columbia, Mo.) while roommate Dorothy Boenicke offers a bit of
advice.

MORE than 100
University of
Michigan students
are training this year
for the profession of
radio broadcasting
The class shown
above is gaining practical experience in
radio dramatization
in the campus studio
of a Detroit station.
THORNTON
WILDER, finned
University of Chi.cago author, ret\ltned
from Europe recently
with the report that
Gertrude Stein is
"one of the mQst
distinguished of our
living thiqkers, but
there are many things
in her writing I do
not understand my
self."
,...

LAURA WINSLOW led the grand march at the U nt . .
versity of Georgia's Pan-hellenic Ball, outstanding social
event at the southern university.

Most Cussed Son
~N

STUDENTS in Stanford University's non-credit classes for training in reading skills average an mcrease of 53
per cent in speed and a substantial gain ·in comprehension, with top-ranking.scholars sharing improvement
along with average and slow readers. A meeting of the class is shown above, with Prof. W . M. Danner, Jr.,
operating his unique timing and pacing device for improving reading, while the eye-movement camera is shown
·
in the inset.

THE annual inter-club touchball contests are the chief intramural athletic events at the St. Petersburg

brother Delta Tau Deltas from the University of Florida visit Sam Byrd in New York
they still find him playing Dude Lester in 'Tobacco
Roa.d- now going on about the
900th performance--one of the
most cussed sons in all the
world- a tough, blasphemous
kid full of sex and Georgia
Oracl{er adolescent orneriness.
Offstage Dude is a slender
ex-c ollegian who studied
journalism .and wrote a few
one-act plays before getting on
Broadway. Now he has to
battle to keep from sounding like the half-witted,
nasty Dude when he's not being Dude, and that's
hard, because it looks as though he's going to keep on
being Dude until Tobacco Road runs as long as Abie's

I-rish Rose.

Dartmouth's Handsomest
AS handsome a man as Dartmouth e~er offered . to
the movies, Bob Allen seemed destmed to enJOY
the obscurity of another Dartmouth son in Hollywood, Charles Starrett. Allen
knocked about in bit parts for
several years and could convince no one that his football
and college stage training meant
anything.
Then he was cast as the
young man Grace Moore gave
up recently in Love Me Forever.
In the opening snow sports
scenes, Bob felt much at home,
having been prominent in Dartmouth winter carnivals
of five years ago. Now he has a Columbia contract
and will be seen in Guard 'That Girl; the girl, Florence
Rice, Bob Allen, ex-Dartmouth football man, doing
the guarding.

(Fla.) Junior College, with the games being played on nearby beaches.

IV -Issue I·

a

Of course you'll give cigarettes for. Christmas. They're such an acceptable gift-such an
easy solution of your problem. And Camels
fill the bill so perfectly. They're made from
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
· than any other popular brand. They are
the accepted cigarette of the social and
athletic worlds. Their finer tobaccos givethat
pleasant "lift" -that sense of well-being
so appropriate to the spirit of Christmas.

Another Christmas special-four boxes o f
Camels in •• flat fifties"- wrapped
in a gay Christmas packag e.

At your nearest d ealer's you'll
find this gay package-.the Camel carton-ten ~cks of "20's" -200 cigarettes.

A full pound of mild, mellow Prince
Albert-packed in the cheerful red tin
and placed in an attractive Christmas
gift package.

Here's a full pound of Prince Albert, I11Xur·
iously packed in a real glass humidor that
keeps Prince Albert in perfect condition.

Fine tobacco for Christmas. For more than a
quarter of a century, the mellow fragrance
of Prince Albert has been as much a part of
Christmas as mistletoe and holly. So to the
pipe smokers on your Ch~stmas list give
Prince Albert, uThe National Joy Smoke."
It's the welcome gift. For more men choose
Prince Albert for themselves than any other
pipe tobacco. Let every pipeful of Prince
Albert ·repeat u Merry Christmas" for you.

F~ANCES

LANGFORD, radio and screen
smger, was the sponsor for the University of
Florida's footbalt captain at a recent game played
at G:tinesville. She was escorted by W. A. Stark,
former Alligator grid player

BADGER BEAUTIES,, A group of che U
heautiful" were caught hy the camera wh
queen contest.

ELIZABETH KEELER was voted to be the "most ·stylish" of
all the students at the Mississippi State College for Women
in a recent campus hallot.

pROBLEMS OF URBAN UNIVERSITIES were discussed at
the r.ecent Boston meeting of the Association of Urban Colleges. Prominent speakers at the sessions were (above) Pre-s.
Raymond Walters, University of Cincinnati; Pres. James B.
Conant, Harvard; and Pres. Daniel Marsh, Boston University.

KATHERINE STONE, Ari~ona State · Teachers
College (Flagstaff) freshman, won first place in the
hobby class for sculpturing at the Pacific Exposition.

DR. F. C. SCHMIDT,
Union College chemist,
has introduced a new field
of research with the perfection of this liquid ammonia calorimeter by which
it will be possible to de.termine more exactly the
properties of solutions.

A \VORLD~V-v'IDE

SURVEY of cosmic
source of the rays, has just been started bv
Bennett, Massachusetts Institute of
·
ray intensity met.ers which will be used in
A.

KEA REA, former Drake University student and now a
star radio network songstress, was feted by her Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority sisters when she visited them on the
campus of the Des Moines, la., institution.

to determine, if possible, the

· Institution. Prof. R. D.
with one of the cosn)ic
and which he helped design.

l\lfORE than a
thousand persons paid tribute
to the Most Rev.
James H. Rya ,
bishop-elect of
Omaha and retiring
rector of Catholic
University, at a
farewell reception
for him in Washington. Show here
are Postmaster
James A. Farley,
Bishop Ryan and
Archbishop Curley

OE MURPHY, Manhattan College, flashed to a surJcross-country
prise first-place finish in the Van Cortlandt Park
meet, while Ed Bechtold (inset), Michigan
State, out-sprinted Penn's Gene Venzke to win the fivemile race.

HOCKEY
F IELD
is
chief womth~

AVIGOROUS

denunciation of the over-emphasization of intercolleg1ate
athletics was delivered by Dr. Alan Valentine (right) after his induction as
the president of the University of Rochester. He is shown after the ceremonies
chatting with P. D. O viatt, alumni association president, and J. H. Brinker, Jr.,
student body president.
· ·

en's intra1i.1Ur:.tl sport

at Kansas State
Teachers College
a.t. Err1poria...

.

.

THE VARSITY SHOW at Dana College, now merged with the University of
Newark, will have as its featured entertainers this quintet of leading campus
songsters, caught in this unusual pose during a rehearsal session.

L

ONET A BRO\VN is the new honorary cadet colonel of
· ·the University of W ichita's R. 0 . T. C. unit.

University of the Fu ture

__,

__

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT, world-famed architect, has raised con·
siderable furore with his Broadacre City plan for the ideal modern
metropolis, wherein every family would have an acre of land, perfect
(or near-perfect) living conditions, and dwell in an atmosphere attuned
to modern science and invention. In this city is a college that teaches
Broadacre 's citizens how to utilize their new freedom- a colleoe with
huiklings composed mostly of glass and of courses in those subje~ts that
are nearest to nature. At the left is a photo of the college grounds, above
the gigantic stadium equipped for all sports, and at the right Architect
Wright and a few of his Taliesen Fellowship students- students who
live, work and study with Mr. Wright on his estate near rural Sprino
.
~.
___,,..--...,....,..___,.Green, Wis.

--swEEPI-NG
SMOKER

K OFFER TO PIPE
S .HOL CAMPUS TAlKING!

.M ONE-Y~ BA

OUR OFFER TO P IPE SMOKERS:
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of P rince A!h~rt. Ifyou don't find .i t the mellowest,
tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoke&, return the tin with the rest of the
tobacco in it, and we will refund fuU purchase price, plus postage.
(Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem. N. C.

If you are a pipe smoker who

would enjoy a better smoke, this
remarkable you-must-be-pleased
offer is right down your alley !
Get a tin of Prince Albert at your
dealer's. Smoke 20 pipefuls. If you
don't say P. A. is the mildest and
choicest -tasting smoking tobacco
you ever had, return the tin with
the rest of the tobacco in it

RI

and we make good, as told above.
-You· Be the Judge! The risk is
all on us. Prince Albert has to
satisfy you. And we believe it will.
For we use only choice, ripe, mild
tobacco. Then it is "crimp cut,.
for slow burning and cool smoking·.
The ubite" is removed to make
it absolutely certain that Prince
Albert is mild and delicate in tas~.

There's no skimping on quantity,
either. We pack 'around 50 pipefuls of choice ·t obacco in the big
2-ounce economy tin of P. A. It's
at your nearest campus dealer's!

50

pipefuls of swell tobac-

. co in every two-ounce
tin of Prince Albert

LAST New Year's Day Jimmy Priest helped the University
of Alabama gridmen down Stanford's Indians in the Rose
Bowl classic. Now ·he's working as a "stand-in" for Filmstd\·
Douglas Dumbrille-and Ann Sothern is his make-up tutor.

E

THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE

FLORENCE COOK is the ruling co-ed at the Superior
(Wis_) State Teachers College, where she was sponsor
of the football dance that celebrated her alma mater's
coriference championship.

WITH press-time only a few minutes
away, staff members of the Simmons
College .N.ews hurry to "lock up" the last
forms for their weekly newspaper.
I

MARGARET M'EES, women's social leader at Capital University (Columbus, 0.), gives a singing
.
lesson to a quintet of football players who now 'have little to do but sing since the close of the
grid season.

THERE'S ALWAYS A HAY AT BROWN,, William Vj.
Hay, Jr., a freshman at the Providence, R. I., university, ad,
mires a bust of John Hay, Brown '58, which is in John Hay Li,
brary. Young Hay is a descendent of Roger Williams, founder of
Rhode Island, and of four Rhode Island governors, two of whom
were Brown·alumni .

DELTA sorority a~ Connecticut State College (~tor;s) made Co~edian.s
PHIOlson
and Johnson honorary "sisters" when the two stage stars paid a
visit to their campus.

·

pREMIER Benito Mussolini made a tour of inspection of the new University City in Rome when
the University of Rome
moved to the new quarters
he constructed for it, making it one of the most
modern educational institutions on the Continent.

"81 L LIE"
DESERTED, the Alma Mater statue at the
University of Havana (Cuba) silently
guards the college grounds that have been
studentless since the Cuban Constitutional
arr~y took over the government

pROF. H. S. BOOTH, Western Reserve University
scientist, has succeeded in accomplishing what was
tl1 ught to be the impossible by making six different
compounds of argon gas, a gas that hitherto was believed
would not enter into chemical compounds. Chemistry
textbooks of all kinds were made out of date by his dis·
covery.

VI N.
CENT, vice-presl·
dent of the Occidental
College (Los Angeles)
student govern ment
association, is the official hostess at undergraduate social functions.

OLLEGIATE DIGEST'S "morgue'' of familiar faces, scenes, and events is now
composed of 1,999,637 (well, almost anyway) photos, only a few of which have
ever seen print. Send us your candid shots of everything and everybody to keep
us from shoving these "dead pans" at you- and you '11 be paid the regular professional
rate of $3 for all those we're able to use. The address is Box 472, Madison, Wis.

C

